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Abstract

The utilization of solid-state defects for application in quantum and quantum-

assisted technologies has grown in recent years with focus on the nitrogen-vacancy

center in diamond for the detection of magnetic fields with superior spatial resolu-

tion than any other magnetic field sensor technology. In this work a fiber-coupled

magnetometer that is completely portable and can reach sub-nanotesla sensitivities

was developed and characterized.

For industrial application, a method was developed to detect damage in steel;

this method was to measure the magnetic flux distortion of magnetic flux inserted

into the ferromagnetic material under inspection allowing damage profiles to be

mapped out. The other method which was investigated was the alternating field

current method which was used to investigate damage in conductive materials. In

both cases the fiber-coupled magnetometer was able to image damage in steel and

differentiate the depth and width of the damage profiles.

For medical applications, work was undertaken towards the development of

a gradiometer to be able to perform unshielded magnetocardiography (MCG) mea-

surements. Signal processing techniques were also investigated to be able to help

improve the signal-to-noise of any MCG signals. For convenience an electrocardiog-

raphy signal, whose morphology is similar to an MCG signal was used.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Historically, diamond has been greatly prized as a display of wealth and power for
the rich and powerful: many monarchies have used diamonds in this way. The name
diamond is derived from the ancient Greek word “adámas” meaning unalterable,
unconquerable, invincible. Although there are in fact several methods that can
destroy diamond, the name is apt for a material that is among the hardest known
to man.

First thought to have been mined in India over 3000 years ago [1], the gem
became of great value due to its incredible properties. This was furthered with the
development of cutting and polishing techniques which allowed for the fabrication of
ornaments that could be worn. The scarcity of diamond coupled with its properties
have historically led to it being used exclusively as ornaments. More recently how-
ever, over the last century or so, the uses of diamond have grown far beyond being
used as mere trinkets and have found use in a range of applications with extensive
scientific research devoted to exploitation of its properties and a range of industrial
applications found. Currently, scientific investigation is being undertaken to develop
the application of diamond for quantum technologies.

1.1 Diamond

1.1.1 Diamond Structure

Diamond is an allotrope of carbon with a 1s22s22p2 ground state orbital configura-
tion. Some of the other common allotropes of carbon are graphite and graphene. In
diamond the carbon orbital are sp3 hybridised and thus a single carbon will form
bonds with four nearest neighbours leading to a tetrahedral structure. The structure
of diamond is best thought of as two interlaced face-centered-cubic cell arrays with
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one lattice displaced relative to the other by a quarter of the unit cell constant, of
length a0 = 0.357 nm. The distance between the carbon-carbon atoms is 0.154 nm.
The unit cell is comprised of 8 carbon atoms with two points of basis at (0,0,0) and
(14 ,

1
4 ,

1
4). The tetrahedral arrangement and the resulting covalent bonding makes

diamond an incredibly strong material. This also gives the diamond lattice con-
figuration the highest atomic density among any known material with a density of
1.76×1023 cm−3, the atomic density is determined by 8

a30
. Using this density as a ba-

sis the addition of defects is measured on a scale relative to this density and for most
defects in the diamond lattice their concentrations are given in the parts per million
(ppm), a concetration of 1 ppm translates to a concentration of 1.76×1017 cm−3.

1.1.2 Diamond Uses

The remarkable properties of diamond have spurred a range of technologies using its
extreme hardness [2], chemical inertness [3; 4; 5; 6; 7; 8], high thermal conductivity [9;
10; 11], low coefficient of thermal expansion [11; 12; 13], large optical window, strong
covalent bonding [14] and exceptionally high breakdown voltages [15]. The strong
covalent bonding makes the material among the strongest known to man. While the
high breakdown voltage is useful in computing in preventing an avalanche of electrons
from occurring when a high enough voltage is applied, diamond could be used for
certain transistor types. Due to these properties diamond-based technologies offer or
can offer superior performances when compared to non-diamond based devices. For
example these applications have been extend to electrochemical analysis in extreme
environments [16], radiation-hard detectors for the Large Hadron Collider [17], high
quality optical windows [18; 19] and thermal heat spreaders [20].

More recently the demonstration of optically detected magnetic resonance
(ODMR) of single nitrogen-vacancy center in diamond [21] has led to intense interest
in the utilization of color centers in diamond as the foundation of quantum and
quantum-assisted technologies which could form the basis of quantum cryptography,
quantum networks and quantum computing. Due to the wide band gap of diamond it
is possible for many differing color centers to be optically active within the diamond
lattice making diamond an attractive material for the development of stable quantum
devices.

Numerous color centers, numbering in the hundreds, have been identified
in diamond, however only a handful of these have displayed stable photon emis-
sion and thus can be useful in applications relating to quantum assisted sensing
or forming the foundation of quantum networks [22]. If the photon emission isn’t
stable it may be difficult to utilize with regards to manipulating and reading the
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spin state. Of these color centers the most prominent are the nitrogen-vacancy cen-
ter [23] and the negatively charged silicon-vacancy (SiV−) [24; 25], investigations
into the neutral group IV vacancy complexes are currently ongoing. Recently, inves-
tigations into using neutral group IV vacancy complexes such as the neutral silicon-
vacancy (SiV0) [26; 27; 28; 29] have suggested that these defects could be useful
for quantum-related applications. Investigations are ongoing to identify newer color
centers that could have properties that are superior to those which are currently
known of. Though many groups are investigating the usage of the nitrogen-vacancy
center in diamond as the foundation for quantum computers its application in the
sensing of magnetic fields has been fairly well established. Indeed a key application
of the nitrogen-vacancy center defect in diamond is in the detection of magnetic
fields with unrivaled spatial resolution. The focus of this work is the utilization of
an ensemble of nitrogen-vacancy center defects in diamond for use as a magnetic
field sensor with a focus on the development of a system that has a high sensitivity,
a mobile sensor head, is portable and can be used for a variety of applications with
a particular focus on industrial and medical application.

1.2 Thesis Structure

Chapter 2 introduces the usage of defects in diamond for magnetometry with a
review of the physics of the NV center including involving a discussion of the spin
Hamiltonian. The most common magnetometry methods that are possible with
diamond are described.

Chapter 3 reviews the synthesis and growth of NV centers in diamond and
some of the common techniques used to characterize the properties of defects in
diamond.

Chapter 4 involves the development and characterization of the fiber-coupled
diamond magnetometer that has been built and the steps taken to optimize the sen-
sitivity. At the time of publication the device developed had the highest sensitivity of
any fiber-coupled diamond magnetometer. The system was completely portable with
the ability to move it to a different location, such as the UK Quantum Technology
showcase, whilst still being able to maintain subnanotesla sensitivity.

Chapter 5 discusses the development of techniques that can characterize dam-
age in materials for the purpose of non-destructive testing (NDT). One of the two
methods used were the magnetic flux distortion. This method made use of a dual ar-
rangement of magnets with one of the two magnets being a small 1 mm cube magnet
that was both near the diamond and near to the magnetic material under inspec-
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tion. This method allowed for the quantification of differences in depth and width
of damage in stainless steel; this can be extended to any ferromagnetic material.
The other method was to use an alternating field current method which applies to
any conductive material. This uses low frequency currents to induce eddy currents
within a conductive material which will in turn induce magnetic fields that can be
detected by a diamond magnetometer.

Chapter 6 discusses the development of a magnetic gradiometer for the pur-
pose of performing unshielded measurements to detect cardiac magnetic fields. There
are also discussions about various signal processing methods that would aid in achiev-
ing this objective.

Chapter 7 is a conclusion summarizing the key achievements of each chapter
and suggestions for future experiments.

1.3 Co-Worker Contribution

The work presented in this thesis was the result of collaboration between multiple
individuals with all work performed under the supervision of Dr. Morley.

For the fiber-coupled diamond magnetometer developed and characterized in
chapter 4. The magnetometer was initially developed by Dr. Breeze, Dr. Dale and
Dr. Green. Dr. Stimpson and Dr. Frangeskou then took over with the fiber-coupled
concept primarily being developed by Dr. Frangeskou and Dr. Morley. Further de-
velopment was then undertaken by me and Dr. Zhou. Data relating to diamond
characterization was undertaken by Dr. Breeze. Will Thornley and Eleanor Nichols
worked on the magnetometer as summer students. The diamond sample was syn-
thesized by Dr. Edmond, Dr. Markham and Dr. Twitchen. All data obtained from
the magnetometer was taken by either me and/or Dr. Zhou with all data analysis
being performed by me. The microwave antenna and heat cooling solutions for the
laser were developed by Dr. Nikitin. All authors contributed to the writing of the
paper. Prof. Newton provided useful insights during discussions. The project was
supervised by Dr. Morley.

The magnetic flux distortion concept from chapter 5 was developed primarily
by me and Dr. Zhou. COMSOL simulations were performed Dr. Zhou. All data
relating to magnetic flux distortion and all associated analysis was performed by me
and/or Dr. Zhou. The alternating current experiments were conceived by me and
Dr. Zhou, with all experimental data collection and the associated analysis being
performed by me. Characterization of the diamond and all data analysis relating to
this was performed by Dr. Breeze and me. The diamond was irradiated by Prof. Isoya
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and S. Onoda. The diamond was annealed by Dr. Green. The magnetometer de-
signed was conceived by Dr. Frangeskou while the microwave antenna was designed
by Dr. Nikitin. All authors contributed to the writing of the paper.

The gradiometer mentioned in chapter 6 was developed by primarily by me
with some input from Dr. Zhou. All data and data analysis was undertaken by me
along with all signal processing data. The SiC antennae were designed by Dr. Nikitin.
Dr. Morley supervised the project.
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Chapter 2

Magnetometry

2.1 Magnetometry in Diamond

The detection of magnetic fields has always been relevant in a diverse range of fields
ranging from geological to biomedical applications [30; 31; 32; 33; 34], providing
valuable information which helps to understand the structure of unknown materials
and can be applied in a wide range of devices ranging from spacecraft to medical
devices. Apart from the compass needle, the most popular devices for measuring
magnetic fields have been superconducting quantum interference devices (SQUIDs),
Hall-effect magnetometers, flux-gates, magnetoresistive magnetometers and optical
magnetometers based on atomic vapor cells [30; 33; 35; 36]. The sensitivities of
some of these magnetometers have reached levels on the order of ∼fT/

√
Hz or bet-

ter [32; 34; 37; 38; 39]. At such sensitivities it is possible to detect the magnetic
fields produced from the heart and brain for the detection of abnormalities. These
techniques are called magnetocardiography (MCG) and magnetoencephalography
(MEG) respectively.

Over the last decade interest in a magnetometer based on solid state defects
has grown considerably due to the significant advantages such defects offer, and in
particular, interest in the nitrogen vacancy (NV) center defect in diamond. The de-
fect exists in three possible charge states: a positive charge state (NV+) [40; 41; 42],
a neutral charge state (NV0), a spin-1/2 defect [43; 44; 45] or in the negative charge
state (NV−), a spin-1 defect [40; 41; 42; 43; 44; 45]. Currently only the NV− cen-
ter is capable of performing magnetometry [46] and it is the most studied defect
in diamond for quantum applications [23; 47; 48; 49; 50; 51]. This is due to the
presence of optically detected magnetic resonance [21], high photostability [52] and
long spin coherence times [53], which can be extended through isotopic purification
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which depletes the 13C spin environment [54] or through dynamic decoupling tech-
niques or both [55; 56; 57; 58; 59]. These properties of the NV− center occur even
under ambient conditions at room temperature. In addition, the NV− center is also
able to offer a high dynamic range (the dynamic range shall be defined as the range
over which the magnetometer can detect magnetic fields) for magnetometry mea-
surements [60]. The NV− center charge state is more likely to exist in diamonds
when a nearby spin donor is present in the lattice, which in most instances is single
substitutional nitrogen, which donates an electron [23; 43]. Operation of the NV−

center has also been extended to temperatures above 600 K and coupled with the
inherent properties of diamond can allow diamond based magnetometers to be used
under a range of conditions where other magnetometers cannot operate [61]. The
NV− center charge state shall from hereon, unless stated otherwise, be referred to
as the NV center.

Though ODMR of the NV center had been demonstrated in 1997 by Gruber
et al. [21] research into using the NV center was initially carried out only by a few
groups. Further interest in the NV center had developed when a proposal of utilizing
a single spin for application in magnetometry was put forth by Chernobrod and
Berman in 2005 [62] for use in atomic force microscopy. In addition later proposals
suggested that the NV center was a suitable candidate for room temperature high
resolution magnetometry [63; 64]. Research into NV centers increased considerably
after the experimental verification of the NV center as a room-temperature single
spin magnetometer by two independent groups, based at Harvard University and
Stuttgart University which demonstrated nanoscale resolution magnetometry [65;
66]. It was also demonstrated that an ensemble of defects could allow the detection
of weaker magnetic fields, this was due to statistical averaging over a larger number
of spins, but this degraded the spatial resolution [67; 68].

Since the demonstration of high resolution magnetometry, the NV center has
seen application in a variety of fields, using both single centers or an ensemble of
defects. This includes the sensing of magnetic fields with nanoscale resolution for
biological application [6; 69; 70; 71], and due to their low toxicity, nanodiamonds
have been used as bio-compatible fluorescent markers and for targeted drug deliv-
ery [3; 4; 5; 6; 7; 8; 72; 73; 74; 75]. Other applications include high resolution
magnetic mapping of geological samples [76], high frequency resolution nuclear mag-
netic resonance spectroscopy [77; 78; 79; 80], the detection of action potentials from
a single neuron [81] and eddy current scanning of conductive materials [82]. Further
to magnetometry applications the NV center has been used for quantum science such
as the first loophole-free violation of a Bell inequality [83]. Additionally, there have
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been proposals and progress [50] toward NV quantum computing. These promising
applications have led to a considerable number of patents being filed and several
companies exist attempting to commercialize technologies based on the NV center.

2.2 Magnetic Field Sensitivity

The sensitivity of a magnetometer is defined as the minimum magnetic field that
can be detected with a SNR-ratio of 1, i.e. the minimum detectable magnetic field
is the same as the noise floor. The noise floor can be improved by averaging for
a longer time, so it is stated now that the sensitivity is defined as per square-root
Hertz for a measurement bandwidth measured in Hertz. This is due to the fact that
noise floor of a magnetometer, i.e. the minimum detectable field can be improved by
averaging for a longer period of time. This normalizes all sensitivity measurements
to the minimum magnetic field that can be measured in a single second allowing for
a fair comparison between different magnetometer technologies.

2.3 Magnetometers

The focus of this thesis is the utilization of the NV center in diamond as a mag-
netometer but as mentioned in section 2.1 there are other magnetometers that are
employed. This section will briefly describe some of the other magnetometers that
are used.

2.3.1 SQUID magnetometer

The SQUID magnetometer’s operating principle is based upon the Josephson effect
and the fact that flux can be quantized in a superconducting ring [30]. The Josephson
effect describes the tunneling of electrons between two superconducting materials
which are placed in close proximity to one another that are separated by a thin
layer of insulating material. To reach a state of superconductivity, where there is no
electrical resistance to the flow of electrons, the materials are cooled typically using
liquid helium [34]. A SQUID consists of a superconducting loop which is interrupted
by one or two Josephson junctions in parallel. The SQUID sensor is extremely
sensitive to any magnetic flux that penetrates the area of the loop: a voltage is
induced across the device when this happens [84].

An input current is passed through the loop and in the absence of any mag-
netic field the current is equally split and passes through the two Josephson junctions.
Upon the application of an external magnetic field to the loop a current is generated,
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this current generates a magnetic field which cancels out the external applied mag-
netic flux, this process results in the creation of a Josephson phase which is exactly
proportional to the applied external magnetic flux. The induced current will be in
the same direction as one of the two loop branches whilst it will be in the opposite
direction for the other: the current in one branch is increased by half of the current
that is generated by the external magnetic field whilst it is reduced in the other
half. If the induced current exceeds a particular threshold (the critical current of the
Josephson junction) a voltage is produced across the junction.

If the applied external flux exceeds half the value of the magnetic flux quan-
tum, 2.07×10−15 Wb, the flux of the SQUID will increase by the value of the mag-
netic flux quantum. This will cause the direction of the current to reverse to oppose
the change that caused it. From this every integer increase of the flux by an amount
equal to the magnetic flux quantum will cause the repeated and periodic reversals of
the current’s direction. Over the course of a single cycle of magnetic flux quantum,
at half the value of the quantum flux the voltage change will be maximum and if the
magnetic flux applied is equal to the magnetic flux quantum the voltage will return
to zero [85].

To ensure a non-hysteretic current-voltage a shunt resistor is placed in parallel
with each Josephson junction. The SQUID device is biased with a constant current
that is larger than the sum of the two Josephson critical currents. Due to this the
output voltage is correlated to the magnetic flux and has a period that is equal to
the value of the flux quantum. From this it is possible to determine the magnetic
field.

Historically, SQUID magnetometers have been used to study the magnetic
properties of various materials and due to reaching sensitivities on the order fT/

√
Hz,

they have been used for MCG and MEG. These magnetometers have good temporal
resolution and can detect frequencies in the kHz range [86; 87]. However, despite
these achievements the need to cryogenically cool these magnetometers makes them
far too expensive for widescale deployment.

2.3.2 Hall magnetometer

The Hall sensor makes use of the Hall effect to sense magnetic fields. A current
is applied to a thin metal strip. When a magnetic field is perpendicular to the
direction of the current the charge carriers are deflected due to the induced Lorentz
force; this produces a potential difference between the two sides of the strip which
is proportional to the strength of the magnetic field. The Hall voltage, VH can be
expressed by the following equation
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VH = KHJBcos(α), (2.1)

where the KH is the Hall coefficient, J is the current, B is the magnetic induction
intensity and α is the normal of the angle between the Hall component and the
induced magnetic field. The signal produced is typically very weak and thus has to
be amplified. The manufacturing process of producing Hall probe magnetometers is
very well established and thus Hall probe sensors are generally employed in various
fields which require the detection of the magnetic field. There are limitations in their
applications as they cannot be employed in cases where the magnetic field is high.
Hall probe sensors do also suffer from thermal drift over time [88]. It is possible for
Hall probe magnetometers to reach sensitivity on the order of nT/

√
Hz.

2.3.3 Fluxgate magnetometer

The fluxgate magnetometer is typically made out of a ring core which is itself made of
a highly magnetically permeable alloy. Two wires are wrapped around the ring core,
these coil windings are referred to as the the drive winding and the sense winding.
In the case of the driving winding an alternating current is passed through the coil,
this current periodically causes the ferromagnetic material that forms the core to
become saturated. The ferromagnetic core is then modulated by a local magnetic
field and this is sensed by the sense winding wire. The ring core is designed in such
a way that it detects magnetic fields that are along the direction of an external
magnetic field. As the current is passed through the drive winding, half of the core
will generate a field that is in the same direction as that of the external magnetic
field while the other half of the core will generate a field that is in the opposite
direction to this [30; 89].

When there is no external magnetic field the two fields of each half core will
exactly cancel and thus there is no change in the flux measured by the sense winding.
When there is an external field, the half core whose magnetic field is in the opposite
direction of said external magnetic field will change its period of saturation, the half
core will come out of saturation sooner when compared to the other core. As there is
now a difference in the magnetic fields due to this period change, the fields no longer
cancel one another and there will be a magnetic flux that is detected by the sense
winding coil. This in turn induces a voltage that is proportional to the magnetic
field.

In general fluxgates can reach a sensitivity of the order nanotesla and are
small and compact and inexpensive and so fluxgates are used in various fields. Some
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of the more recent fluxgates have also reached sensitives on the order of a picotesla.
Fluxgates have been used for satelittes and probes in space and have been used to
detect variations in the magnetic field of the Earth [89].

2.3.4 SERF magnetometer

The spin-exchange relaxation-free (SERF) magnetometer is a type of magnetometer
that was developed at Princeton University around two decades ago. The basic con-
struct is to use a glass cell that is filled with an alkali atom in vapor form at a high
density. A narrow linewidth laser is used to optically pump the atoms so that all
atoms are spin polarized to near unity. Any magnetic field that is perpendicular to
the pump beam will rotate the spins by an angle that is proportional to the strength
of the magnetic field. This polarization state is typically measured by using a linearly
polarized laser that is transmitted perpendicular to the laser beam used for optical
pumping. The polarization of this probe beam is rotated due to circular birefrin-
gence in which the component of spin polarization along the direction of the probe
beam causes the refractive index to be different for the clockwise and anti-clockwise
circularly polarized light [39; 37]. A polarimeter is used to detect the amount of po-
larization which is proportional to the magnetic signal. These magnetometers have
reached high sensitivities on the order fT/

√
Hz and thus are comparable to the sen-

sitivities that state-of-the-art SQUID magnetometers can reach. Spin-off companies
based on atomic magnetometers have been established, for example the Cerca Mag-
netics company which employs the QuSpin magnetometer, these sensors are sensitive
enough for MEG [90].

2.4 The Nitrogen Vacancy Center in Diamond

The NV center is a point defect in diamond that is formed from a substitutional
nitrogen atom adjacent to a lattice vacancy, see figure 2.1b); this gives rise to local-
ized electronic states whose energy levels are well within the diamond bandgap. The
nitrogen atom has five valence electrons with three forming a covalent bond with car-
bon atoms, two electrons therefore are not bonded and are a lone pair. The vacancy
has three electrons however two exist in a quasi-covalent bond. In this state the NV
center has a single unpaired electron and is a spin-1/2 system. If the system can cap-
ture an electron from an external source then it will become a spin-1 system with two
unpaired electrons. The wide bandgap of diamond is technically convenient for op-
tical access to color centers in diamond. The diamond lattice structure arrangement
leads to a local trigonal symmetry and constrains the NV center to a ⟨111⟩ crystal-
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lographic orientation: the NV center exists in four [111] orientations [46; 91], which
are [111], [11̄1̄], [1̄11̄] and [1̄1̄1], for clarity it is stated that there technically eight
directions as the ±1 directions for each orientation are equal. Unless preferential
orientation is favored [92; 93; 94; 95; 96; 97; 98; 99] during growth the four orienta-
tions will have an equal abundance in an as-grown diamond sample. Due to this the
utilization of an ensemble of defects allows vector magnetometry to be performed.
As the NV center orientations are fixed within the diamond each NV center will feel
a different magnetic field projection allowing vector reconstruction of the Cartesian
components of an external magnetic field [64; 68; 100; 101; 102; 103; 104]. This
offers an advantage over other magnetometers which are typically scalar in nature;
for these magnetometers to obtain vector information three magnetometers are often
used in a Cartesian configuration while for a diamond magnetometer only a single
diamond is required to accomplish vector magnetometry, this has been demonstrated
experimentally [103]. For clarity, further details on how magnetometry is performed
using the NV center is mentioned explicitly in section 2.6.1. The sensing of a mag-
netic field involves applying a bias field to induce Zeeman-splitting of the NV center

Figure 2.1: a) Energy level diagram of the negatively charged nitrogen vacancy (NV)
center defect. The hyperfine interaction for 14N is shown; here γ = 28 GHz/T is the
gyromagnetic ratio of the NV center. The differing thicknesses of the relaxation from
the 3E ms = 0 and ms = ±1 states to the 3A2 ms = 0 and ms = ±1 states respectively
illustrates the difference in fluorescence intensity between these two decay paths. b)
The structure of the NV center in diamond. The bonds connecting to the vacancy
are illustrated differently to highlight that there are electrons (dangling bonds) that
contribute to the NV center and a total of six electrons are present.
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resonances. A fixed microwave frequency is applied to the steepest part of the res-
onance profile (which is typically either Gaussian or Lorentzian in shape). At these
resonances there is a drop in NV center fluorescence emission. If monitoring a fixed
position on the resonance when there is a change in the magnetic field the resonant
frequency will shift due to the Zeeman effect and this causes a change in the NV
center fluorescence. Through this the magnetic field that induces the shift can be
determined.

A key property of the NV center is the ground state triplet, which shall be
discussed in more detail in section 2.5. The ability to initialize and read out the
spin state entirely through optical means is the principle used in optically detected
magnetic resonance. The application of resonant microwaves yielding spin depen-
dent fluorescence allows spin-state readout; it is this property that we refer to as
ODMR. This is possible due to the intersystem crossing (ISC) that the NV center
possesses [105]. Excitation is typically achieved by non-resonant illumination using
a 532 nm laser. Other wavelengths can be employed as the NV center has a broad
absorption spectrum however 532 nm is used as it is close to the peak of the optimum
wavelength of absorption [106] and 532 nm is a common laser wavelength for most
commercial lasers.

In relation to the NV center energy level structure, see figure 2.1a), in the
absence of any applied magnetic field the NV center ODMR resonances are degen-
erate and are determined by the zero-field splitting of the ground state triplet which
is ∼2.87 GHz at room temperature [23; 21; 107].

Upon application of a magnetic field of sufficient strength Zeeman splitting
of the ms = ±1 energy levels is introduced and depending upon the projection of the
external magnetic field upon the NV center symmetry axis, BNV , a perturbation of
the energy level from its zero field value is introduced. This shift is given by

h∆f = 2gNV µBBNV , (2.2)

where h is Planck’s constant, ∆f is the frequency separation between the ground
ms = ±1 states, gNV ∼ 2.0028 is the NV centre Landé g-factor [23] and µB is
the Bohr magneton. Furthermore, a hyperfine interaction exists between the elec-
tron spin S = 1 and the 14N atom of the NV center, which possesses a nuclear
spin of I = 1. Three resonances are produced which are each split by a fre-
quency of ∼2.158 MHz [23; 81]. It should be noted that there are two isotopes of
nitrogen 14N and 15N, which respectively possesses a nuclear spin of I = 1 and
I = 1/2. The presence of 15N will therefore lead to two resonances, however,
the significant abundance of 14N over the other isotope means the contribution of
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Figure 2.2: Simulated optically detected magnetic resonance of an NV ensemble with
a magnetic field of 3 mT strength unaligned to any particular NV center orientation.
For this simulated spectrum the bias field projection angles are 29°, 132°, 109°, 83°
for NV 4, NV 3, NV 2 and NV 1 respectively. A total of 24 resonances are observed
when an ensemble of defects are excited due to the four NV center resonances and the
hyperfine interaction. The chosen parameters used were to highlight the hyperfine
interaction of the 14N with the unpaired electron system. The corresponding NV
center resonance pairs are labeled for clarity.

15N to the ODMR resonance signal is negligible unless the sample is isotopically
enriched to favor 15N [77; 108; 109]. Details regarding the spin properties of the NV
center shall be discussed more extensively in section 2.5. An example ODMR spec-
trum of an ensemble of NV center defects is shown in figure 2.2. As was mentioned
magnetometry is performed when monitoring a fixed microwave frequency. For this
reason vector information can only be extracted if multiple NV center resonances
are monitored, which requires multiple microwave frequency sources. In a typical
magnetometry set-up only a single microwave frequency source is used to monitor
a single resonance and thus if the bias magnetic field is unaligned as is the case in
figure 2.2 then these resonances will not contribute to the magnetometry signal i.e.
only a quarter of the NV centers will be used for sensing.

Transitions between the 3A2 ground and 3E excited state triplets are spin
conserving and thus upon excitation with a 532 nm laser the spin state is conserved.
It is noted that the naming convention for the energy states arise from group theory.
Under no applied laser and under ambient conditions the spin population follows a
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Boltzmann distribution. Excitation from the ground state 3A2 ms = 0 state will
excite to the excited 3E ms = 0 state and excitation from the ground ms = ±1 state
will lead to excitation to the excited ms = ±1 state. As the transition rate through
the intersystem crossing (ISC) is low from the 3E ms = 0 state, upon excitation to
this state from the 3A2 ms = 0 state, the system will decay back to the 3A2 ms = 0
state with characteristic emission of red fluorescence with a zero-phonon line (ZPL)
of 637 nm. Photon absorption or emission by the NV center is governed by the
Franck-Condon principle which states that when a molecule undergoes an electronic
transition there is no significant change to the nuclear configuration of the system.
The Franck-Condon principle itself arises from the Born-Oppenheimer approxima-
tion which allows the electronic and nuclear wavefunctions to be separated due to
the significantly larger mass of a nucleus when compared to an electron and hence
electronic transitions occur on much faster time scales and the nucleus will thereafter
realign itself to the new electronic configuration and undergo a vibration [110]. The
nuclear energy state will be shifted from its equilibrium state and a series of vibronic
transitions will take place to take the nuclei back to its equilibrium state. Under this
framework any optical transition between the NV center excited and ground state
triplets will involve phonon-coupled higher vibrational levels which results in a large
phonon sideband with photon emission extending out to 800 nm; emission into the
NV center ZPL at 5 K is only ∼4% and even less at room temperature. The phonon
sideband originates from the interaction between the electronic and vibrational de-
grees of freedom. At lower temperatures the thermal energy is lower and thus the
number of phonons which can be excited are reduced. When in the 3E ms = ±1
state the probability of traveling through the ISC is significantly increased, ∼50%,
and thus the system will either decay back to the 3E ms = ±1 with the same fluores-
cence emission as the transition between the 3A2 and 3E ms = 0 states or the system
will undergo non-radiative transitions, with competing radiation (1042 nm), which
can be used for magnetometry [105; 111; 112; 113; 114; 115; 116], and non-radiative
emission between the 1A1 and 1E states. The system is then likely to initialize to the
3A2 ms = 0 state due to the higher transition probability, hence under continuous
optical illumination the system will eventually spin polarize preferentially, typically
∼80% into the ms = 0 state has been demonstrated for an ensemble of NV center
defects [117]. The reported degree of spin polarization in the literature for a single
NV center has varied, with the differences arising due to the spin readout method
employed, with values reported between ∼70-92% [107; 118; 119]. Work is ongoing to
improve this value to unity with different methods currently under exploration. It is
typical that after a few cycles of the NV center system being pumped by a laser, the
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NV center system is in the ms = 0 ground state. Though transitions through optical
means between the ms = 0 and ms = ±1 states are not used, application of resonant
microwaves allows spin flipping and in this way the NV center spin system can be
initialized and read out due to a decrease in the fluorescence when in the ms = ±1
states [23; 107]. It is for this reason that if a single microwave source is used and in
a scenario where the magnetic bias field is unaligned to any NV orientation only a
quarter of the NV centers contribute to magnetometry; four microwave sources each
targeting a different NV center resonance frequency would be needed. No population
difference is induced for the NV center resonances at frequencies different to that of
the applied microwaves.

For a single NV center and considering the decay lifetimes of the excited
ms = 0 and ms = ±1 states which are respectively 12.7 ns and 7.8 ns the theoretical
photon emission difference is ∼35% [120]. However, under standard measurement
conditions the fluorescence difference between spin states never exceeds 30% and
thus a maximum spin contrast of 30% is obtained between the ms = 0 and ms = ±1
states.

2.5 Spin Hamiltonian

To truly understand the properties of the NV center, an unpaired electron system,
is it necessary to consider the spin Hamiltonian, which governs all electronic and
nuclear interactions. This will provide insight into several aspects of the NV center
that were not discussed, or only briefly mentioned, in previous sections. Histori-
cally, this treatment of the spin system has been applied to interactions in electron
paramagnetic resonance (EPR) measurements whose techniques and methods form
the basis for most of the protocols used in ODMR. Indeed historically many of the
defects discovered in diamond such as the NV center were first identified using EPR
in conjunction with other characterization techniques. Details about the Hamilto-
nian and its application to EPR for defects is discussed in; all details regarding this
section are found in the following references [121; 122; 123]. The generalized form of
the spin Hamiltonian is as follows

H = µBB
T · g · Ŝ︸ ︷︷ ︸

electron Zeeman

+ Ŝ
T ·D · Ŝ︸ ︷︷ ︸
zero-field

+
n∑
i

{−µNgNiB
T · Îi︸ ︷︷ ︸

nuclear Zeeman

+ Ŝ
T · A

i
· Îi︸ ︷︷ ︸

hyperfine

+ Î
T
i · P

i
· Îi︸ ︷︷ ︸

quadrupole

},

(2.3)
where BT = (Bx,By,Bz) are the components of an external magnetic magnetic field
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(the superscript T refers to the transpose); Ŝ
T

and Î
T

are the electron and nuclear
spin operators, whose components are Ŝ

T
= (Sx,Sy,Sz), the dimensionless electronic

spin-1 operators, the relevant spin matrices are

Sx =
h̄√
2

 0 1 0

1 0 1

0 1 0

 , Sy =
h̄√
2i

 0 1 0

−1 0 1

0 −1 0

 , Sz =
h̄√
2

 1 0 0

0 0 0

0 0 −1

 .

The dimensionless nuclear spin operator is Î
T

= (Ix,Iy,Iz); Ai
is the hyperfine

coupling tensor; µN is the nuclear magneton and gN is the g-factor of the nucleus
under consideration, which is summed over all nuclei i. There are terms beyond the
five mentioned in equation 2.3 but these higher order terms terms can be neglected
for the purpose of understanding the properties of the NV center. A brief explanation
of each term in the Hamiltonian shall be given in the following sections and then
the application to the NV center in diamond shall be discussed. All treatment shall
be performed in a Cartesian basis with the z-axis co-aligned to the symmetry of the
defect in question i.e. for the NV center this is along the axis that connects the
nitrogen atom to the vacancy.

2.5.1 Electronic Zeeman

The electronic Zeeman term describes electron spins under the influence of an ex-
ternal magnetic field, with the energy of the system being given by E = −µ ·B. A
magnetic moment µ is described by

µ = −µB(L̂+ geŜ), (2.4)

where L̂ is the component that relates to the orbital angular momentum while Ŝ

relates to the intrinsic angular momentum (spin) and ge is the electron g-factor.
Furthermore, spin-orbit coupling will also play a role in providing an interaction
that can be described by λSO, which is the strength of spin-orbit coupling; this term
is also known as the Russel-Saunders spin-orbit coupling term. The Hamiltonian
thus becomes

HS = µBB̂ · (L̂+ geŜ) + λSOL̂ · Ŝ, (2.5)

from this the spin Hamiltonian is then typically rewritten as
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HS = µBB
T · g · Ŝ, (2.6)

where g accounts for any perturbations to ge due to either the orbital angular mo-
mentum or the spin-orbit coupling, g is then expressed as

g = geI3 + 2λSOΛ, (2.7)

where I
3

is the 3-by-3 identity matrix while Λ is the spin-orbit coupling matrix.

2.5.2 Zero-field splitting

The zero-field term describes electron-electron interactions, which even in the ab-
sence of an external magnetic field lifts the degeneracy of the spin system, and is thus
only applied to systems which have two or more unpaired electrons i.e. S > 1/2. The
zero-field Hamiltonian component is due to the electron spin-spin dipole interaction
and for spins S1 and S2 is given by

HSSD = −(
µ0

4π
)g1g2µ

2
B

[
3(S1 · r)(S2 · r)

r5
− S1 · S2

r3

]
, (2.8)

where g1 and g2 are the g-factors for S1 and S2 respectively (it is generally assumed
that g1 = g2 = g as the spins are in the same environment), r = r2 − r1 is the
unit vector in the direction of the line that joins the two spins, r = |r|, the distance
between the two electron spins. As the spatial and spin terms can be separated from
one another the zero-field Hamiltonian can be rewritten as

HZFS = ST ·D · Ŝ, (2.9)

where D is the zero-field splitting tensor. By convention D is chosen to be traceless
i.e. tr(D) = 0, this term can be diagonalized and thus this component is typically
expressed in terms of two parameters D = 3Dz/2 and E = (Dy - Dx)/2, which are
the axial and rhombicity (transverse) components of the dipole-dipole interaction
respectively. Using D, E and the fact that S(S +1) = S2

x + S2
y + S2

z , the zero field
Hamiltonian can then be expressed as
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HZFS = D[S2
z −

1

3
S(S + 1)] + E(S2

x − S2
y), (2.10a)

D = (
µ0

4π
)(
3

4
)g2µ2

B⟨
r2 − 3z2

r5
⟩, (2.10b)

E = (
µ0

4π
)(
3

4
)g2µ2

B⟨
y2 − x2

r5
⟩, (2.10c)

where ⟨...⟩ are expectation values which can be interpreted as the mean value ob-
tained from a large number of measurements. It can be seen from equation 2.10 that
the zero field value of a spin-1 system is highly dependent on the distance between
the two spins and hence the local environment. This dependence merits further dis-
cussion and the implications for magnetic field sensing shall be expanded upon when
discussing the Hamiltonian of the NV center ground state.

2.5.3 Nuclear Zeeman

Analogously to the electron spin, in a magnetic field a nuclear spin will experience
an interaction, with the relevant terms in this instance being gN and µN

HNZ =
n∑
i

−µNgNiB
T · Îi, (2.11)

by virtue of the larger mass of a nucleus over that of an electron, this interaction is
significantly smaller, approximately by a factor of 1000, than the electron Zeeman
term. Furthermore, the allowed selection rules for EPR transitions are |∆ms| = ±1
and |∆mI | = 0 and thus for the most part this interaction can be neglected. This
nuclear Zeeman term of the Hamiltonian has relevance in “forbidden” transitions
which involve a double spin-flip. The electron and nuclear spins simultaneously flip
with the selection rules |∆ms| = ±1 and |∆mI | = ±1. All four possibilities can
occur.

2.5.4 Hyperfine Interaction

The hyperfine interaction, which was touched on briefly in section 2.4, is the effect
of the interaction between a nuclear spin and a nearby electron spin and is given by

HHI =

n∑
i

Ŝ
T · A

i
· Îi. (2.12)

This component of the Hamiltonian can be treated in two cases which are
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the isotropic and anisotropic interaction

A = A0I3 +T; (2.13)

the terms A0 and T relate to the isotropic and anisotropic cases. The isotropic
interaction arises if there is a finite electron spin density at the nucleus; this requires
that s-orbitals contribute to the molecular orbital. Under this case the Hamiltonian
simplifies to

HISO = A0Ŝ
T · Î, (2.14)

where the isotropic hyperfine coupling constant, A0, is given by

A0 =
2

3

µ0

h
gegNµBµN |ϕ(0)|2, (2.15)

where µ0 is the permeability of free space and |ϕ(0)|2 is the electron wavefunction
density at the nucleus.

The anisotropic term arises from dipole-dipole interactions between the mag-
netic moments of the electron and nucleus and the Hamiltonian for this is given
by

HDD =
1

4π

µ0

h
gegNµBµN

[
S · I
r3

− 3(S · r)(I · r)
r5

]
. (2.16)

This can be expanded and integrated over the electron spatial distribution
yielding the anisotropic term

HANI = Ŝ
T · T · Î, (2.17)

where T is a second rank tensor. Taking the isotropic and anisotropic components
for an axially symmetric hyperfine interaction it is possible to reduce T to a diag-
onal tensor and from this express A in terms of components that are parallel and
perpendicular to the principle axis

A =

A⊥ 0 0

0 A⊥ 0

0 0 A∥

 ,

where A∥ and A⊥ are the axial and transverse hyperfine constant where A0 = 1⁄3(A∥

+ 2A⊥) and T = 1⁄3(A∥ - A⊥).
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2.5.5 Nuclear Quadrupole Interaction

The nuclear quadrupole term relates to the interactions between the electric field
gradient (generated by the nearby electrons and nuclei) and any non-spherical charge
distribution of the nucleus. This interaction is only relevant for nuclei with I > 1/2
as only these have a quadrupole moment, a non-spherical charge distribution. The
Hamiltonian in this instance is

HNQ =

n∑
i

Î
T
i · P

i
· Îi, (2.18)

where P is the nuclear quadrupole tensor; this is typically made traceless such that
tr(P) = 0 and thus like the zero field splitting Hamiltonian this allows the nuclear
quadrupole Hamiltionian to be rewritten as

HNQ = P∥

(
I2z − 1

3
I(I + 1) +

1

3
ηP∥(I

2
x − I2y )

)
, (2.19)

where P∥ = 3Pz/2 and η = (Px - Py)/Pz. The asymmetry parameter, η is constrained
such that 0 ≤ η ≤ 1, a value of η = 0 describes perfect axial symmetry while any
non-zero value represents a deformation from this about the principle axis; a value
of η = 1 is the case of complete rhombicity [124; 125]. The pre-factor P∥ is given by

P∥ =
3eQ

4I(2I − 1)

∂2V

∂z2
, (2.20)

where Q is the quadrupole moment which encapsulates the deviation from a spherical
charge distribution. The larger the magnitude of Q the greater the distortion from
sphericity (Q = 0 is a perfect spherical distribution). Q > 0 indicates a prolate charge
distribution while Q < 0 is representative of an oblate charge distribution. V is the
electrostatic potential at the nucleus and ∂2V

∂z2
is the electric field gradient [124; 125].

For completeness it is stated that the prefactor can alternatively be expressed as

P∥ =
3e2qQ

4I(2I − 1)
, (2.21)

with the equivalence being eq = ∂2V
∂z2

; the terms e and q are the elementary charge,
1.6×10−19 C and the nuclear electric quadrupole moment respectively. This equiv-
alence allows the quadrupolar coupling constant to be defined, e2qQ

h̄ (whose units
are typically given in MHz). This is useful as it is a measure of the strength of the
electric field gradient for nuclei with the same I.
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2.5.6 Nitrogen-Vacancy Ground State

Combining all of the Hamiltonian terms described in previous sections, and consid-
ering the trigonal C3v symmetry of the NV center (axial symmetry) the Hamiltonian
is [23; 91]

HGS = DS2
Z + E(S2

x + S2
y) + geµBB · S+ PI2z − gIµNB · S

+A∥SZIZ +A⊥(SxIx + SyIy).
(2.22)

The parameter E is zero for the NV center due to the trigonal symmetry
however the presence of strain changes the local symmetry and can give E a non-zero
value1 which will lead to a mixing of the ms = ±1 states, creating new eigenstates
with different energies. This component can be neglected through the application
of a bias magnetic field large enough that BNV ≫ hE

gµB
. Even in particularly high

strain diamond samples E only reaches a few MHz (the condition D ≫ E is always
satisfied). Under typical conditions, application of a magnetic field of strength 1 mT
is more than sufficient to make the effects of strain negligible. The 14N quadrupolar
splitting parameter is P = -5 MHz and has been experimentally determined [23]. For
the 14N nucleus of the NV center the values are A∥ = -2.158 MHz and A⊥ = -2.7 MHz.
For the 15N nucleus the values are A∥ = -3.01 MHz and A⊥ = -3.01 MHz [126].

It was established in section 2.5.2 that the term D for a spin system arises
from spin-spin coupling interactions and D ∼ 2.87 GHz. Changes in the the local
temperature environment of the NV center will induce a lattice expansion leading
to a change in the value of D. The changes to the zero-field splitting due to temper-
ature are approximately -74 kHz/K. Due to this temperature dependence the NV
center has been employed as a highly sensitive thermometer [127; 128]. This tem-
perature dependence represents a problem for NV center magnetomerty as a 1 mK
temperature fluctuation causes a 74 Hz change in D and this appears as a magnetic
field change of 3 nT [129; 130]. Solutions to overcome this have been developed and
shall be discussed in section 2.6.

2.6 Magnetometry Methods

Magnetometers based on using the property of spin are fundamentally limited by the
noise associated with quantum spin projection and for a magnetometer employing

1It is possible to treat strain as equivalent to the application of electric field to the NV center
and thus the contribution of E is more correctly a sum of the electric and strain components.
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an ensemble of defects N , the best sensitivity, ηsp that can result is given by the
spin-projection-noise limit,

ηsp ∼
h̄

gNV µB

1

∆ms

1√
Nτ

, (2.23)

where h̄ is the reduced Planck’s constant, ∆ms is the spin multiplicity and τ is free
precession time per measurement. The smaller the value of the sensitivity the better
for detecting weaker magnetic fields i.e. the sensitivity is the smallest change in
magnetic field that a magnetometer can detect. For the purposes of high sensitivity
magnetometry an ensemble of defects is required [46; 81]. As a magnetometer can
detect weaker fields through by measuring for a longer period of time it is common
to give the sensitivity of a magnetometer in units of T/

√
Hz, this normalizes the

sensitivity to the minimum magnetic field that can be detected in one second. There
are several different magnetometry methods that have been demonstrated. Though
atomic vapor cells are governed by this and have to date achieved higher sensitivities
(that are comparable to SQUIDS), the NV center is projected to be able to offer
similar sensitivities with a higher spatial resolution due to the higher density of
spins achievable for solid-state defects compared to that which is possible for defects
that exist in gaseous form [64; 67].

2.6.1 Continuous Wave Magnetometry

The continuous wave sensing scheme relies on simultaneous application of microwaves
and laser illumination to an NV center (or an ensemble of NV centers). Zeeman-
splitting is induced by application of an external magnetic field which creates res-
onances at specific frequencies. As the positions of an NV center resonance are
characterized by its Zeeman-splitting, any perturbations caused by a magnetic field
will shift the ODMR resonances leading to a change in the fluorescence emitted by
the defects (see figure 2.3b). Hence, monitoring a resonance at fixed frequency and
measuring any changes to its fluorescence profile allows the magnitude of an external
magnetic field to be identified. The frequency shift due to the magnetic field can be
detected provided it is within the bandwidth range of the sensor. In this scheme, and
indeed all schemes that use the emitted fluorescence, the sensitivity is fundamentally
limited by the photon-shot-noise limit which for a scheme where the readout occurs
during the free precession time is given by

ηCW = Pf
h

gNV µB

∆ν

CCW

√
F
, (2.24)
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Figure 2.3: a) For the sake of simplicity a single resonance is considered i.e. the hy-
perfine interaction is neglected to illustrate the linewidth, ∆ν and the contrast, CCW .
This was simulated using a Lorentzian profile with CCW = 1% and ∆ν = 0.5 MHz
and a magnetic field strength of 3mT at an angle of 29° relative to the NV center
causing a resonance to occur at fres. b) The principle of magnetic field detection
is demonstrated. In this instance a magnetic field shift of 3 µT is applied to the
NV center. If monitoring the resonance with a fixed applied frequency, i.e. fres,
the effect of a changing magnetic field induces a Zeeman-shift and thus the emitted
fluorescence given by the NV center changes and thus the magnetic field can be
detected.
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where the Pf pre-factor takes the form of 4
3
√
3

for a Lorentzian line profile or
√

e
8 ln(2)

for a Gaussian line profile. Under most circumstances the profile is well approximated
by a Lorentzian and so the Gaussian contribution can be neglected [131], ∆ν is the
inhomogeneously broadened linewidth, equivalent to the full width at half maximum
of the ODMR resonance, CCW is the measurement contrast and is characteristic of
the drop in fluorescence (it is the amount by which the fluorescence has decreased
when on resonance compared to when not on resonance) and F is photon emission
rate [81; 132] (see figure 2.3a).

For high sensitivity magnetometry using continuous wave (CW) schemes it
is thus imperative to maximize the light collection from the NV center defects in
diamond, and to have as low a ∆ν/CCW ratio as possible [133]. Achieving such high
sensitivities is not necessarily a trivial task as several factors play a role in limit-
ing the sensitivity. From the perspective of collecting photons from the diamond
the biggest obstacle is the high refractive index of diamond, nd ∼ 2.42 which for
a typical diamond-air interface (neglecting any optical losses) limits the collection
efficiency to ∼4% [46; 134] when collecting fluorescence from a single diamond sur-
face. A variety of methods have been investigated to overcome this for both single
centers [135; 136; 137; 138; 139] and ensembles [81; 134; 140; 141; 142; 143; 144; 145].
It should be stated that it is much easier to extract light from a single center as it
is possible to shape the diamond surface around a defect that is placed near the
surface to a geometry that can allow more light to escape. For an ensemble of
defects the volume of emission can be on the scale of millimeters and thus it is
harder to extract light from the diamond. Another key factor is achieving as low a
∆ν/CCW as possible; this is technically easy for a single center provided an inher-
ently low concentration of defects is used. As a single center is a point defect a high
microwave homogeneity isn’t necessary however for an ensemble of defects a high
homogeneity of the microwave driving fields [146; 147; 148] and the bias magnetic
field is required as large inhomogeneities lead to each spin within the active sensing
volume having differing resonance frequencies leading to artificial broadening of the
linewidth [149; 150]. For an ensemble of defects, with no preferential orientation,
CCW is limited. For a single NV center CCW ∼30% is achievable [23; 61]; it is pos-
sible to focus on that defect alone and reject other sources of light. However, when
interrogation an ensemble of NV centers and having a bias field that is not aligned
to any particular orientation, see figure 2.2, there are 8 different resonant frequencies
with four different orientations. Hence, when a magnetic bias field is applied only a
quarter of the NV center spins will contribute to the magnetometry signal at a given
resonant frequency, if a single microwave frequency source is used only a quarter of
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Figure 2.4: The principles of lock-in amplification (LIA) using frequency modulation
of the NV center ODMR resonance is described using a simulated resonance. a) The
original carrier frequency, fc is modulated with a reference frequency of frequency
amplitude/depth, fdev and a modulation frequency fm. b) The demodulated output
of the original ODMR resonance scaled by a factor of 1000 for clarify. This profile is
the derivative of the original NV center ODMR resonance but has a vastly superior
signal-to-noise ratio due to the rejection of noise at frequencies away from fm.

the NV centers will contribute with the other three orientations providing a back-
ground fluorescence at that frequency, reducing the contrast by a factor of four. In
addition, background fluorescence from other defects, primarily NV0, also degrades
the spin contrast, which is typically in the range of CCW ∼ 0.1-3% [133; 149]. It is
possible to achieve higher spin contrasts by aligning the external magnetic field such
that the resonances of different NV center orientations overlap [81; 151], this will
enhance the spin contrast but the non-optimal magnetic field projection will reduce
the sensitivity depending on the angle.

To achieve high sensitivities and detect minor changes to the frequency com-
ponent of the resonance a lock-in amplifier (LIA) is typically used with a peri-
odic change introduced either to the laser output or the carrier microwaves, which
are either frequency of amplitude modulated. Typically the microwaves are fre-
quency modulated as this offers the best performance in maximizing the sensitiv-
ity [81; 140; 152]. This scheme is demonstrated in figure 2.4. The ease of imple-
mentation of CW magnetometry has meant that to date almost all work related to
the sensing of DC fields that make use of an ensemble of NV centers has been per-
formed using this technique with the achieved sensitivities reaching 15 pT/

√
Hz [81].

High sensitivities have also been achieved for vector implementations of NV center
ensembles, sensitivities of ∼50 pT/

√
Hz for each Cartesian coordinate are attain-

able [103]. The use of ferrite flux concentrators allowed a sensitivity of 0.9 pT/
√

Hz
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to be achieved though the spatial resolution of sensing was degraded due to the
magnetic flux being concentrated from a larger area [151].

2.6.2 Ramsey Magnetometry

Though significant progress has been made using CW methods, inherent issues exist
which prevent truly high sensitivity magnetometry that is comparable to SQUID
magnetometry. Due to the sensing occurring during the readout time the mi-
crowave radiation and optical readout are competing and thus an effect called power-
broadening is introduced with the overall effect being a broadening of the linewdith [132;
149]. When there is an increase in the applied microwave power there is an increase
in the linewidth, a higher microwave power leads to a greater measurement contrast
but the NV center resonance linewidth ∆ν also increases. As per equation 2.24 any
increase to the linewidth decreases the sensitivity. If the microwaves are applied dur-
ing the magnetic field sensing period it is not possible to avoid the effects of power
broadening. To minimize the linewidth it is ideal to limit the application of the
laser and microwaves to periods outside of when the NV center will interact with an
external magnetic field i.e. the sensing period. Through not applying the laser and
microwave during sensing it is possible to remove the effects of power broadening
entirely.

For this reason alternative methods are currently under exploration with par-
ticular investigations into schemes which separate the microwave and laser excitation
to overcome the limitations of CW magnetometry, such schemes are referred to as
pulsed magnetometry because they do not involve continuous excitation of the en-
semble. There are different pulsed schemes with the focus of this section being the
Ramsey sequence. Under pulsed excitation schemes such as a Ramsey sequence the
microwaves and laser pulses are separated from the instance where the spin system
interacts with an magnetic field, see figure 2.5 and thus power broadening is re-
moved [81; 133; 132]. Furthermore, due to the competition of microwave radiation
and optical excitation there is a limit on the achievable sensing contrast, due to
linewidth broadening and a limit of the optical power that can be supplied, as at
sufficiently high optical intensities it is not possible to achieve a population differ-
ence and thus magnetometry is not possible [81; 133; 132]. It should be noted that
significant homogeneity in the microwave and optical excitation is required other-
wise degradation of the sensitivity will occur; these requirements are less stringent
for continuous wave magnetometry. The shot-noise limit of a Ramsey type scheme
is given by
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Figure 2.5: The Ramsey sequence is shown in the Bloch sphere with the correspond-
ing pulse sequence for both the laser and the microwaves. a) The spin is initialized
to the |0⟩ through a 532 nm laser pulse. b) a π/2 microwave pulse is applied to create
a superposition between the |0⟩ and |1⟩ states. c) No lasers or microwaves act on
the system and it is allowed to evolve freely with a free precession time, τ . As the
system is freely evolving the |1⟩ states acquires a phase relative to the |0⟩ state when
interacting with an external magnetic field. d) A π/2 microwave pulse is applied to
project the population difference between the |0⟩ and |1⟩ states onto the |0⟩ and |1⟩
basis. e) Pulsed laser excitation is then performed to readout the spin state and thus
determine the magnetic field.

ηRamsey =
h̄

gNV µB

1

∆ms

1

CRe−(τ/T∗
2 )

p
√
N

√
tI + τ + tR

τ
, (2.25)

where CR is the contrast for a Ramsey measurement, T ∗
2 is the inhomogeneous spin

dephasing time, p is the factor to account for whether the lineshape is Lorentzian
(p=1) or Gaussian (p=2), N = NtR is the average number of photons during the
optical readout window, tI is the initialization time and tR is the readout time. The
sensitivity is optimized for τ = T ∗

2 [133], when T ∗
2 is < tI + tR. The T ∗

2 is the time
scale over which the spins dephase inhomogeneously due to variations in the local
spin environment, with the most significant contributions relating to the 13C [54]
environment and the nitrogen spin bath. If a sufficiently high nitrogen concentration
is used nitrogen tends to dominate the spin interaction relaxation [153; 154; 155].

Further benefits of a Ramsey type sequence is the ability to decouple other
factors which affect the NV center, namely temperature and strain, as sensing
schemes which allow interrogation of transitions between the ms = -1 and ms = +1
can be performed. The precession between the ms = ±1 states is twice as fast and
only couples to temperature to the second order [156; 157]. Furthermore, spin bath
driving techniques can also be applied to reduce the effects of nearby paramagnetic
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defects, which degrade T ∗
2 , such as other nitrogen related defects which contribute

considerably to spin dephasing [150; 158]. Spin bath driving techniques are also
compatible with continuous wave magnetometry.

To truly implement the improvements a Ramsey magnetometry type scheme
offers, one would need to operate in an optically saturated regime to maximize
the fluorescence received from an ensemble of NV center defects. However, the
absorption cross-section of the NV center, σNV = 3.1×10−17 cm2, is typically an
order of magnitude lower than the value for other defects such as quantum dots [6;
112; 149; 159; 160] and thus high optical excitation intensities are needed, which is
beyond the power output capabilities of most 532 nm commercial lasers if a large
sensing volume is interrogated. The behavior of power saturation is governed by the
following

F = F∞
PLas

PLas + Psat
, (2.26)

where F∞ is the saturation fluorescence, PLas is the applied laser power and Psat

is the power needed for saturation, i.e. how much power is needed to get half
of the total maximum fluorescence [106]. In addition, at high optical excitation
intensities there is an increased probability of photo-ionization leading to charge
state conversion of NV− to NV0 [106; 81] which would significantly degrade the spin
contrast. It should be noted that the literature is conflicting on the value of the
absorption cross-section for the NV center, though most estimates (theoretical and
experimental) place its value as being on the order of 10−17 cm2 [159; 160; 161].
Another limiting factor would be the Gaussian TEM00 mode inherent to all good
quality commercial laser beam outputs. The differing optical excitation of each
NV center defect in the spin ensemble would require long initialization times to
ensure efficient spin polarization into the ms = 0 state which would degrade the
sensitivity. A solution to this would perhaps be to modify the beam profile into
a super-Gaussian profile achieving a more uniform intensity across the excitation
volume [162; 163], this could be achieved by either a pair of aspheric lenses or a
tophat beam shaper. Another necessity is the use of a microwave resonator to
achieve high-homogeneity microwave radiation to drive all NV centers with similar
dynamics [148; 147; 149; 164]. It is reasonable to foresee an enhancement of at
least an order of magnitude through the use of pulsed techniques compared to CW
magnetometry for a given excitation volume [81; 132; 133]. As such it is expected
that all future high sensitivity magnetometry methods will employ pulsed methods
for the sensing of DC magnetic fields.
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Figure 2.6: The Hahn echo sequence is shown in the Bloch sphere and the correspond-
ing pulse sequence for both the laser and the microwaves is shown. The processes
a), b), e) and f) are unchanged from Ramsey sequence magnetometry. However, in
this scheme a π-pulse is introduced during the free precession time, τ .

2.6.3 Hahn Echo Magnetometry

The two techniques mentioned previously can sense magnetic fields from DC to a
maximum of ∼100 kHz and are fundamentally limited by T ∗

2 [133]. However, if
an additional π-pulse, see figure 2.6, is applied during the free precession time the
effects of the inhomogeneous spin environment can be reduced and the limit is now
the homogeneous spin dephasing time, T2, which is typically at least an order of
magnitude longer than T ∗

2 [54; 150; 154]. As a spin system evolves during its free
precession time, the differences in local magnetic field environments leads to spin
precession at different rates. The effect of the π-pulse inverts the phase such that
each spin is allowed to unwind the same amount of phase. This process overall allows
elimination of spin inhomogeneities whose fluctuations occur on a timescale that is
longer than that of τ , this has the disadvantage of making it so that it is not possible
to detect magnetic fields that oscillate with periods longer than T2. Magnetic fields
oscillating at lower frequencies are partially averaged away so this scheme can only
detect AC magnetic fields around one frequency. The sensitivity of ensemble NV
center magnetometers that operate under this scheme have reached 0.9 pT/

√
Hz [165]

and it is feasible to expect that sensitivities through this method would be superior
to those obtained through Ramsey magnetometry. For completeness it is stated that
there are other sensing schemes but these are not mentioned as they are not relevant
to this work.
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Chapter 3

Diamond Synthesis and
Characterization

3.1 Synthesis of Nitrogen-Vacancy Center Diamonds

To tailor the properties of a diamond for a given application it is necessary to
have significant control over its growth and thus diamonds have to be synthetically
grown. The significant improvements made over the last few decades now routinely
allows for the growth of single-crystal high-purity diamond samples that are around
5×5×1 mm; samples larger than this can be grown. It is possible to tailor the pro-
cesses of growth and produce diamonds with the desired properties on demand with
further work still ongoing to improve the quality of diamonds produced [166; 167].
The incorporation of defects, such as nitrogen, in diamond is primarily achieved in
one of two ways, either through chemical vapor deposition (CVD) or high-pressure
high-temperature (HPHT) synthesis. These techniques, particularly CVD, are com-
mon for the growth of many materials not just diamond. The fabrication of vacancy
complexes, such as the NV center, in large quantities then involves some form of
particle bombardment to induce vacancies. The irradiated diamond sample is then
annealed to induce vacancy migration.

A great deal of research has been conducted into understanding the proper-
ties of the carbon phase diagram, see figure 3.1, with significant theoretical studies
and corresponding experimental investigations of the thermodynamic and chemical
processes, a review of this is beyond the scope of this thesis and thus any inter-
ested party is directed to references [168; 169; 170; 171; 172] for a more thorough
understanding. Particular attention is drawn to the reviews undertaken by Yuri N.
Palyanov et al. [173] and K. Nassau [174], both of which are good summaries of the
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Figure 3.1: The phase diagram of carbon, the regions of growth of CVD, HPHT
(catalytic and non-catalytic) and shockwave synthesis regions. The Berman-Simon
line, the diamond/graphite equilibrium line is shown. The CVD synthesis region has
been enlarged for clarity.

literature on diamond growth. It can be seen from figure 3.1 that at room tem-
perature and atmospheric pressures, graphite is the stable allotrope of carbon while
diamond is metastable. One would naturally surmise that growing diamond would
simply require growth in the diamond stable region, however, even under conditions
where diamond is the more stable form there is a very narrow window of growth,
and indeed growth can even be accomplished in conditions more favorable to the
stability of sp2 hybridization, the graphite stable region. To produce diamond it is
not sufficient to consider the thermodynamics of the reaction alone, one must also
overcome the kinetic barrier to ensure the preferential formation of diamond rather
than graphite [174; 168; 169; 170; 171; 175; 176]. The difficulty in accomplishing this
task has led to many failed attempts at synthetic diamond growth and great debate
on whether it was even possible to synthetically grow diamonds.

3.1.1 High-Pressure High-Temperature

The first successful instance of diamond growth was carried out in Sweden by
Allmänna Svenska Elektriska Aktiebolaget [1; 177]. However, this successful growth
of a synthetic diamond was not reported at the time and only came to light decades
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later. It is for this reason that credit is given to the group that was actually second
in growing a synthetic diamond. The techniques and methods of the second group
form the basis of all modern HPHT diamond growth. The methods used by this
group mimics the process through which natural diamonds are formed within the
Earth, an area which is subject to high pressures and high temperatures.

The second instance of successful commercial diamond growth occurred at
General Electric (GE) [178; 174], previous work had already found that conver-
sion of graphite to diamond was insufficient to achieve diamond growth, even under
growth conditions that were favorable to diamond [179] as the sp2 bonding inherent
to graphite needed extraordinarily high temperatures and pressures to induce break-
down into carbon [180]. The success achieved at GE, which was the first instance of
a process for growing diamond that could be replicated independently, was due to
the addition of molten transition metal solvent-catalyst; either nickel, cobalt or iron,
or an alloy thereof, which helped dissolve graphite into carbon and simultaneously
aided in the crystallization of diamond from the molten solution which lowered the
pressure and temperature requirements [175; 181]. The other key factor that helped
overcome previous problems was the design of a newer “belt” press that improved
upon the previous anvil designs utilized by P. W. Bridgeman, allowing high pressures
and high temperatures for extended periods of time [182; 174], with temperatures
in excess of 2000 °C and pressures beyond 10 GPa achievable. Further work from
the same group helped establish more details about the conditions where diamonds
could form [181].

In the time since the early demonstrations of diamond growth many other
methods of growth under the HPHT formalism have been considered with meth-
ods pertaining to catalyst-free diamond growth being found [183; 184] and the
exploration of other catalysts [185; 186; 187]. As these require higher tempera-
tures and pressures when compared to using nickel, cobalt and iron alloy com-
plexes or need further investigation, or both, all commercial HPHT growth for
industrial applications follows the growth principles established by Bundy et al.
which can routinely occur at pressures of ∼5-6 GPa and temperatures between the
ranges of ∼1200-1600 °C [168; 169; 170; 171; 173; 175; 178; 181], see figure 3.1.
Information pertaining to the production of this figure was sourced from refer-
ences [171; 188]. Growth through HPHT uses a press in which a diamond seed
is placed at the bottom of the press. This region is then heated until the transition
metal becomes solvent, this then dissolves the graphite (or another equivalent car-
bon source) into its constituent carbon form and through a temperature gradient,
the dissolved carbon is transported through the molten solvent to the growth seed
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Figure 3.2: A schematic of the HPHT belt press showing diamond growth. The
temperature difference between the carbon source and diamond seed is ∆T, where T1

is greater than T2. The true morphology of the diamond is neglected for simplicity.

and precipitation causes the growth of diamond upon the seed. The diamond seed
is held at a lower temperature to ensure diffusion of carbon toward the seed, see
figure 3.2 [168; 169; 170; 171; 173; 175; 178; 181; 185; 189]. The exact method of
generating the high pressures and high temperatures is dependent on the type of
press used with the main press designs being the belt press (based on the original
designs by Tracy Hall of GE), the cubic press or the BARS press [173].

The quality of the diamond produced through HPHT methods depends heav-
ily upon the quality of the initial diamond seed and the purity of the initial carbon
source used [190; 191]. Historically the diamonds produced through HPHT have
incorporated many defects or have been polycrystalline [173; 185; 189] due to the
poor quality of the raw materials used. As these growth processes are typically
carried out under standard atmospheric compositions, there is typically significant
nitrogen incorporation and under standard growth conditions it is not atypical to
reach concentrations of approximately a few hundred ppm, with reported concen-
trations reaching as high as ∼2000 ppm depending on the type of solvent–catalyst
used [173; 192; 193]. At such high concentrations there is a significant single sub-
stitutional nitrogen, N0

s incorporation and the formation of many nitrogen related
defects beyond N0

s. Details regarding these nitrogen related defects can be found in
a review by M. Ashfold et al. [194]. Such high concentrations are unwanted here due
to the resultant spin bath that is a noise source for high-sensitivity diamond based
magnetometry.

For single center magnetometry ideal nitrogen concentrations would be as low
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as possible, typically on the order of one part per billion (ppb). For ensemble NV
center magnetometry it is believed that the ideal nitrogen concentration, prior to
NV conversion is on the order of 1-10 ppm [154]; a compromise between maximizing
NV center fluorescence and T ∗

2 . It is certainly possible to reduce the nitrogen uptake
with two methods favored to achieve this. The first involves adding a “nitrogen
getter”, typically Ti, Al, Co or Zr or some combination thereof, to the transition
metal solvent-catalyst which preferentially interacts with nitrogen forming stable or
transient nitrides. This confines most of the nitrogen to the melt but can lead to
the inclusion of the “nitrogen getter” in the final diamond product which can be
undesirable [173; 190; 195; 196]. The other method involves selective control of the
composition of the atmosphere allowing for more selective incorporation of defects.

Typically the morphology of diamonds produced through HPHT is cubic-
octahedral. Part of the reason for this is due to the different growth rates of the
differing crystallographic planes, certain growth sectors are more favorable for grow-
ing. Different growth sectors also take up impurities at differing rates and thus it
is typical for different growth sectors to have different concentrations. For magne-
tonetry the varying concentrations and different orientations are problematic if a
large area is excited within the diamond.

In addition, controlling the incorporation of defects and producing high qual-
ity single crystal diamonds during HPHT growth still remains a challenge and thus
more selective growth techniques are required for quantum-related work. The di-
amonds produced through HPHT are thus typically employed as diamond cutting
tools, drill heads or small grains for use as abrasives.

Nowadays, it is quite possible to fabricate low strain large HPHT single crystal
diamonds with inherently low nitrogen concentrations with minimal inclusion of
other unwanted defects [190; 191; 196; 197; 198] and it is routinely possible to now
use a high quality diamond seed. Indeed HPHT diamonds with reasonable nitrogen
concentrations have been employed for use in ensemble NV center magnetometry
allowing for high sensitivities with very narrow NV center resonance linewidths [199].

A more selective method of growth is provided through CVD synthesis, it is
the diamonds produced through CVD that are used in the majority of the publica-
tions concerning diamond magnetometry.

3.1.2 Chemical Vapor Deposition

CVD growth, in contrast to HPHT methods, is undertaken in the metastable growth
region of diamond and takes place at lower temperatures, typically 700-1000°C, and
pressures lower than atmospheric, typically 1-30 kPa. Though many different reactor
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Figure 3.3: Schematic of a chemical vapor deposition microwave reactor.

types exist, the vast majority of CVD diamond growth takes place using either hot
filament or microwave plasma reactors [167; 173; 176; 200]. In the case of a hot
filament reactor tungsten is typically used for the filament and this could be a source
of impurities that can be deposited onto the diamond during growth. Microwave
plasma reactors, see figure 3.3, are favored by most groups and companies due to
the superior control over growth they offer, which extends to long operation times
and a purer growth environment.

In a CVD reactor diamonds are synthesized in hydrogen rich H2/CH4 mix-
tures, typically < 5% CH4, under non-equilibrium conditions, see figure 3.4 [201].
The H2 dissociates into atomic hydrogen in a high temperature plasma medium which
preferentially etches weak non-diamond sp2 bonded material whilst also kinetically
stabilizing the sp3 diamond phase through the addition of CH3 radicals [200]. This
build up of the diamond can be thought of as a layer-by-layer build up which offers
significant control over the inclusion of defects, with it being possible to achieve
layers of different thicknesses and even delta-doped layers [202]. This layer-by-layer
growth however does make the diamonds significantly more expensive than HPHT
grown diamond and achieving thick samples does need constant growth conditions to
be maintained over long periods of time. It is possible to increase the growth rates to
minimize the time taken for growth: increases to the microwave power, modification
of the gas composition, changes to the gas density (pressure) and substrate temper-
atures all modify the growth rate. However, higher growth rates tend to facilitate
poor quality diamond growth [167; 173; 203; 204].

The addition of O2 in small quantities (<2%) is favored under some growth
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Figure 3.4: A simplified Bachmann diagram for CVD growth. Some compounds are
listed to illustrate the principle of the diagram.

conditions as it limits the incorporation of unwanted defects and increases the etching
rate of sp2 carbon; details regarding ideal concentrations are reflected in figure 3.4.
This has allowed for the production of defects in diamond with superior optical
properties [205; 206]. Other gas mixtures can be added at various stages of growth to
favor the incorporation of specific defects as and when required within the diamond.

As with HPHT growth the quality of the diamond grown depends heavily on
the quality of raw materials. Single crystal high purity diamond growth is achieved
through homoepitaxial growth with the employment of natural, HPHT or CVD-
grown diamond seeds. In contrast, heteroepitaxial growth, performed using non-
diamond material as the starting material leads to poorer quality polycrystalline
diamond primarily due to the lattice mismatch between diamond (0.3567 nm) and the
choice of substrate. It is possible to achieve single crystal growth heteroepitaxially
using an iridium substrate, of lattice constant 0.3840 nm or c-BN, whose lattice
constant is even closer to that of diamond (a 1.4% mismatch) [207; 208; 209; 210].
However, in the case of iridium the substrate is very expensive while for c-BN, it is
not possible to fabricate large crystals limiting the size of diamonds to ∼1 mm. As
such currently, this only leaves iridium as the substrate of choice for heteroepitaxial
growth of large single crystals. The cost can be minimized by iridium deposition on
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another substrate [211]. All other substrates which have a close lattice parameter
have tended to yield poor quality diamond. As such the use of diamond seeds
as the starting material is preferred [173; 176; 212]. To enhance growth rates for
polycrystalline diamonds, the substrate surface is scratched with a diamond powder
to increase the diamond nuclear density by several orders of magnitude with finer
diamond particles leading to higher quality samples [212].

Further to the need of high quality diamonds, if the diamond seeds used
for growth contain dislocations these will propagate throughout the entire diamond
during growth and induce strain into the diamond. For NV center magnetometry it is
desirable to have inherently low strain samples to use. To minimize the propagation
of strain, samples of very high quality are selected are typically polished or etched
to minimize surface roughness.

The incorporation of nitrogen in CVD grown diamonds is achieved by addition
of nitrogen to the plasma, this has the advantage of enhancing diamond layer growth
rates though the diamond morphology is also changed [213]. Faster growth rates
through CVD synthesis are achievable by increasing the microwave power and the
pressure which leads to higher deposition rates. However the increase in microwave
power would lead to increases in the manufacturing cost. The most efficient increase
in the growth rate is achieved when the microwave power density increases and the
methane density in the gas phase reaches a concentration of 4-5%.

The growth techniques of CVD currently are advanced enough that it is
possible to have some control of the morphology of the diamond produced. A 100
crystallographic plane is commonly used as the base for the diamond seed.

3.1.3 Irradiation and Annealing

Beyond the techniques that shall be described in this section, there are other tech-
niques which include laser writing defects through using ultrafast laser pulses to
induce and/or migrate vacancies [214; 215], using a transmission electron micro-
scope to induce vacancy creation [216] and controlled ion implantation to position
defects near to the surface [217]. Though these methods often produce a large num-
ber of defects they tend produce defects in a localized area within the diamond. For
this reason these methods are not commonly used for generating an ensemble of NV
centers throughout diamond and are preferred when attempting to generate a single
NV center at a particular site within the diamond. The focus of this section shall be
techniques which allow defects to be generated throughout the entire diamond sam-
ple. Irradiation of diamond samples, as mentioned previously, involves some form
of particle bombardment, with electrons, neutrons, protons, or ions used this will
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displace carbon atoms from the diamond lattice creating vacancies and interstitials.
To minimize damage to the carbon lattice and allow for deeper penetration into the
diamond sample the majority of NV center production involves electron bombard-
ment and as such shall be the only method discussed. Previous studies performed
by Koike et al. [218] measured the displacement energy needed to produce vacancies
(>180 keV) in a type IIa diamond; this was done for the three principle axes in
diamond which required different electron energies to induce displacement. The op-
timum electron dose and energy still requires further investigation. Higher electron
doses and energy lead to a higher NV center formation but also lead to greater lattice
damage and the presence of other unwanted defects which can degrade the sensitiv-
ity [219]. The next step is to induce vacancy diffusion to encourage migration toward
an N0

s defect. This requires that diamonds be annealed at a minimum temperature
of 600 °C; any nearby N0

s acts as a trap and can capture the vacancy [220; 221]. It
is quite likely that other vacancy-related defects could form once the vacancies are
mobile. These would be detrimental both as a noise source and as they reduce the
number of NV centers that are produced. In addition, certain defects could pref-
erentially capture an electron leading to an NV− becoming NV0. This is the case
with divacancies which act as a deeper acceptor than NV− and will pin the Fermi
level. Divacancies are quite likely to form in samples that have been irradiated and
annealed [222]. To maximize the formation of high quality NV centers multistage
anneal schemes have been investigated and are employed, among the schemes that
have been found a common scheme is the process developed by Chu et al. [223] this
method is used to help anneal out unwanted defects whilst trying to maximize the
formation of the NV center.

Under ideal conditions the irradiation and annealing processes would result
in a 50% conversion of [N0

s] → [NV−], with minimal formation of other defects; the
50% arises from the need to have an [N0

s] be a donor so that the NV centers will
exist in the [NV−] charge state. The optimization of the irradiation and annealing
procedures are an area of active investigation with possible techniques including
simultaneous irradiation and annealing [224].

3.2 Diamond Characterization

Diamond as a material can play host to a large number of defects and this causes sig-
nificant changes to the material properties. For example, the incorporation of boron
changes diamond from an insulator to a p-type conductor [225; 226]. For this reason
it is common to classify diamonds based on the concentration and the types of defects
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Diamond Classification Type
Type I: measurable nitrogen content

Type Ia: nitrogen aggregates
Type IaA: nitrogen aggregates into pairs
Type IaB: nitrogen aggregates into clusters

Type Ib: single substitutional nitrogen
Type II: no measurable nitrogen content

Type IIa: no nitrogen or boron impurities
Type IIb: boron impurities

Table 3.1: The classification of diamond according to the defect type and concen-
tration.

present in the crystal lattice. Historically the foundation of characterization was per-
formed through investigation of the absorption spectra of diamond [227; 228]. As
the sophistication of characterization improved and the types of defects incorporated
into natural and synthetic diamonds were determined, the characterization system
evolved to be based upon the detectable level of nitrogen, see table 3.1, as measured
through Fourier-transform infrared absorption (FTIR) spectroscopy [229; 230]. Ni-
trogen is chosen as nitrogen-related defects are the most common defects present
in the diamond lattice [194; 230]. The vast majority of natural diamonds, approx-
imately 98%, are characterized as type Ia with nitrogen concentrations as high as
∼3000 ppm [231]. This leads to a yellow color if the nitrogen agglomerates into
clusters (type IaB) while nitrogen pair defects (type IaA) - appear colorless. HPHT-
grown diamonds are almost exclusively characterized as type Ib with the color being
deep yellow or brownish color at high Ns

0 (>100 ppm) concentrations. It is very rare
to find natural diamonds that are type Ib. Due to the growth processes used in CVD
growth, which does not need a nitrogen source, the vast majority of diamonds grown
through this method are purer compared to natural diamonds and are thus classed
as type IIa. It is also very rare to find natural diamonds with minimal defects.
All information regarding diamond characterization, and the production of table 3.1
were found in references [229; 230]. Among the key methods for characterization of
defects and their concentrations are ultraviolet–visible (UV-Vis) spectroscopy, FTIR
spectroscopy and EPR. These techniques are the focus of the next sections. Other
techniques can be used to aid in the characterization.

3.2.1 Photon Absorption

The usage of electromagnetic waves to investigate a material is possible as the waves
themselves will be modified when interacting with the material; the inclusion of de-
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fects will also lead to changes to the electromagnetic waves with each defect typically
causing different changes. UV-vis and FTIR both rely on the transmission of pho-
tons through a sample and measuring the properties of the transmitted beam. Both
methods are quick to implement, efficient in their performance and yield information
about the physical properties and chemical composition of defects in diamond [232].
Optical transitions in any material are due to changes to the electron environment.
An electron will be sent to an excited state with changes in its energy corresponding
to the difference between the energy levels involved in the transitions. Probing the
ground and excited states uses photon energies typically in the range of ∼1-5 eV and
thus in the UV-vis range [233]. In addition while in an excited state an electron can
decay through non-radiative transitions producing phonons in the lattice. This is
expressed through equation 3.1,

h̄ω = (E2 − E1) + jh̄Ω2, (3.1)

where ω is the photon angular frequency, E2 and E1 are the lowest energy levels
of the excited and ground state, j is an integer and Ω2 is the phonon angular fre-
quency [234]. Vibronic transitions are probed through FTIR and typically require
photons whose energies are less than 1 eV [233]. The absorption of any electromag-
netic wave through a medium is governed by the Beer-Lambert law

IT = I0e
−αt, (3.2)

where IT in the transmitted intensity of light after passing through the sample, I0
is the light intensity before entering the sample, α is the absorption coefficient and
t is the thickness of the sample under investigation [235]. The absorbance, A(α) of
a sample can be defined as

A(α) = log10(
I0
IT

). (3.3)

Equation 3.2 is valid only when reflections of any electromagnetic wave within
the diamond sample is ignored. However, for the vast majority of samples which have
a refractive index that is typically larger than air, when electromagnetic waves are
passed through a sample there will be etalon effects where photons are internally
reflected multiple times. This is particularly true for very high refractive materials
such as diamond where there will be significant etalon effects. In the case of diamond
the material has a refractive index of 2.42 and thus 17% of all light will be reflected.
The number of reflections are dependent on the geometry of the sample however most
synthetic samples are grown to a rectangular geometry, for example a sample may
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have dimensions such as 3.0 × 3.0 ×0.5 mm3. For such geometries these reflections
of light occur multiple times leading to multiple instances of internal reflection which
will result in differing optical path lengths and introduce a phase shift to the photons.
To account for these effects equation 3.2 is modified such that

IT =
I0(1−R)2e−αt

1 +R2e−2αt − 2Re−αtcos(2knt)
, (3.4)

where R is the reflection coefficient at the material/air interface, k is the photon
wavenumber in a vacuum and n is the refractive index. The cos(2knt) term in the
denominator is representative of a beating effect that occurs in thin samples. This
effect can be removed by tilting the sample so light is not normal at the point of
incidence i.e. one can wedge the sample to reduce etalon effects. Furthermore,
absorption of photons is highly dependent on the color centers present and their
concentration which is characterized by the absorption cross-section of a defect; this
is also affected by the reflectance and sample thickness which is taken into account
by introducing modifications to eqn. 3.4

µ =
1

t
ln

(
I0
It

)
+ ln(1−R)2. (3.5)

3.2.2 Fourier-transform infrared absorption spectroscopy

The principles of FTIR are based upon the interaction between photons with the
instantaneous dipole moment which arises from the zero point motion of the atom.
Experimentally an FTIR spectrometer makes use of a modified Michelson-Morley
set-up, see figure 3.5. A non-monochromatic IR source is collimated and passed
through a 50/50 beam splitter; half the photons are directed to a stationary flat
mirror while the other half are passed to a flat mirror that is designed to move
relative to the beam splitter. The two beams reflect off of their respective mirrors
and interact with each other at the beam splitter. As one mirror is constantly moving
relative to the other the resulting interference signal produced by the interference
between the two beams contains all IR frequencies which come from the source and
allows simultaneous measurements of all frequencies. The interference beam is passed
through the sample and any peaks in the resulting FTIR spectrum will be the result
of dipole changes which arises due to the unique characteristics of the sample. In
diamond the maximum frequency vibration that can propagate through diamond is
1332 cm−1 [236]. FTIR has proved particularly useful for the gemological industry in
identified the differences between natural, synthetic, HPHT-treated and irradiated
and annealed diamonds [237; 238].
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Figure 3.5: A modified Michelson-Morley set-up used for Fourier-transform infrared
absorption spectroscopy measurements.

All FTIR measurements performed in this thesis used a PerkinElmer Spec-
trum GX FTIR spectrometer. All measurements were made in the mid-IR region
which were between the range 300-7800 cm−1. The excitation source is a globar
while a triglycine sulphate detector is employed. A beam condenser is used to fo-
cus the source down to a beam diameter that is approximately 1-2 mm spot. To
minimize the absorption from carbon dioxide and water molecules that are typi-
cally present in the atmosphere the sample chamber is purged with dry N2 gas. All
FTIR spectra are analyzed by using software produced by the Warwick Diamond
group called SpectrumManipulator. To determine defect concentrations all absorp-
tion data is normalized to a diamond that is defect free. Such a diamond produces
an absorption coefficient of 12.3 cm−1 at 2000 cm−1. This allows for the conversion
of absorption to an absorption coefficient allowing for quantitative analysis.

3.2.3 Ultraviolet–visible absorption spectroscopy

In the case of UV-vis, the electronic structure of the material under inspection is
probed. The electronic orbitals of atoms/ molecules and defects in solids have char-
acteristic energies giving rise to a discrete set of energy levels. Measurements using
UV-vis are typically in the wavelength range 200-800 nm, with ∼200-400 nm being
the UV range and ∼400-800 nm being in the visible range and are measurements
obtained of the absorbance against wavelength which allows for the identification of
defects through the peaks that arise in the spectra. Most defects in diamond are
optically active and hence this is a useful characterization technique.

All UV-Vis absorption spectra were recorded with a PerkinElmer Lambda
1050 spectrometer. Two optical sources are employed to allow for broad excitation
a deuterium lamp for excitation in the UV range and a tungsten filament lamp
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for the NIR-visible range. Two detectors are employed; a photomultiplier tube for
visible-UV measurements and an InGaAs detector for NIR measurements. To remove
any signals that could originate from the background, spectra are taken when no
sample is present and then subtracted from the absorption data when samples are
characterized.

3.2.4 Electron Paramagnetic Resonance spectroscopy

The theory of EPR has been discussed in section 2.3 and is used to investigate spin
transitions of paramagnetic molecules. As the term paramagnetic suggests, it only
allows for defects which possess an unpaired electron. Defect identification typically
is done through using the Hamiltonian, see section 2.3. Unlike ODMR, which uses a
fixed magnetic field and varies the microwave frequency to identify transitions, EPR
relies on using a fixed microwave frequency and sweeping the magnetic field to iden-
tify transitions which correspond to the defect environments. Further information
of the experimental techniques are found in the textbook by Eaton et al. [239] and
Schweiger and Jeschke [121].

Experimental Procedure

For the purposes of the quantifying the differing defects and their respective concen-
trations in a given diamond continuous wave and rapid passage measurements were
taken; pulsed EPR measurements were taken to determine spin relaxation times.
Quantitative measurements to determine defect concentration in CW EPR were per-
formed by taking EPR spectra until saturation was reached, i.e. where the response
of the spin system is no longer linear with respect to the applied microwave power.
The intensity response of the system under investigation is recorded as a function
of the applied microwave power until the response is no longer linear. CW EPR is
normally performed under what is termed the “slow passage” regime; in this case the
experimental time is much longer that the spin relaxation time of the defects under
inspection. The integrated signal intensity (those that were not saturated) of all
analyzed samples were compared to a reference sample; the concentration of defects
within this sample is very well established through a variety of methods and tech-
niques. To take into account various changes in the environment which may cause
slight changes to the intensity response of the reference sample a reference spectra
is taken prior to characterizing an unknown sample.

All EPR measurements were performed in either the X-band or the Q-band.
Typically the frequency ranges for the X- and the Q-band EPR are respectively 9-
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Figure 3.6: The components of the EPR spectrometer.

10 GHz and 33-35 GHz. The nominal frequencies for the experiments performed on
the diamond samples used in this work were respectively 9.75 GHz and 34 GHz for
the X- and the Q-bands.

In a typical EPR spectrometer for CW experiments, see figure 3.6, a sample
is placed in a resonantly coupled microwave cavity. The cavity is placed between
two large magnets which are capable of generating magnetic fields on the order
of one Tesla. As diamond samples are typically not larger than 4×4×1 mm3 the
magnetic field produced over the sample under inspection is highly homogeneous and
highly static. The microwave resonator is connected to a microwave bridge which
is used for microwave generation; a biased detector is used to detect the reflected
microwaves. A fixed microwave frequency is applied while the magnetic field is swept;
once the magnetic field value corresponds to the field needed to excite a resonant
transition in the spin system under investigation the microwaves will be absorbed
by the spin system. An attenuator is used to adjust the delivered microwave power.
This absorption will change the resonator impedance which will lower the quality
factor causing some of the microwaves to be reflected; a microwave circulator is used
to ensure that any reflected microwaves are detected by the biased detector rather
than being sent back to the microwave source.

To enhance the signal-to-noise ratio, phase-sensitive detection is employed
using a LIA with the modulation of the externally applied magnetic field. This
signal is demodulated with the recorded signal having the same phase and frequency
as the applied modulation; the result is a derivative of the original signal while all
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other signals are rejected. To maximize noise rejection whilst minimizing signal
distortion a frequency modulation of 100 kHz was used while the field modulation
was always less than a tenth of the applied natural EPR linewidth. If the field
modulation was larger than a tenth of the natural EPR linewidth applied this would
distort the derivative EPR signal.
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Chapter 4

Subnanotesla Magnetometry with
a Fiber-Coupled Diamond
Magnetometer

4.1 A Fiber-coupled Diamond Magnetometer

Magnetometers based on the NV center in diamond have steadily demonstrated a
wide variety of applications. However, most of these magnetometers have been built
on optical tables and thus have been confined to the lab. This is in contrast to other
magnetometer systems such as fluxgate magnetometers which have already found
commercial application in a range of fields. As most diamond-based magnetometers
are confined to the lab they are limited in portability and hence in application. For
diamond magnetometers to be used in areas such as medical diagnostics, systems
that are portable and not confined to experimental labs will have to be built. To
provide greater portability some of the more recent published works provide more
compact systems with many of these making use of a fiber for excitation and fluo-
rescence collection of NV centers. However, a drawback of these newer systems has
been their limited sensitivities; the sensitivity of these portable devices have typi-
cally been at least an order of magnitude lower than the systems that are confined
to an optical table. Many of the fiber-coupled diamond magnetometers have used
either nanodiamonds or microdiamonds that are directly attached to the end of a
fiber; the sensitivity of each of these magnetometers were in the range of 56000-
180 nT/

√
Hz [240; 241; 242]. Another fiber-based diamond magnetometer utilized a

two-wire microwave transmission line, this magnetometer was able to achieve a sen-
sitivity of approximately 300 nT/

√
Hz [243]. A fiber-based system that was set-up
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as a gradiometer was able to achieve a sensitivity of 35 nT/
√

Hz with a projected
shot-noise sensitivity that would allow for magnetocardiography (MCG) [244; 245].
It has also been demonstrated that portable magnetometer systems are achievable
without the need to fiber-couple the system however the sensitivities for these sys-
tems are typically inferior to other NV center ensemble magnetometer systems, for
example a compact light-emitting-diode (LED) design could detect a field as low as
1 µT for a 1 ms integration time with minimal power consumption [246].

All methods to determine the sensitivity of the magnetometer will involve
monitoring the signal output of the LIA for one second at the point of the zero-
crossing slope (the steepest part of the NV center resonance) and taking a fast
Fourier-Transform (FFT); this yields the spectral noise density for a given magne-
tometer signal. The sensitivity of a magnetometer can be determined in several
ways, each method involves some form calibration to determine the magnetome-
ter response. The best sensitivities for diamond magnetometer systems which use a
fiber at the time of publication of the paper this chapter is based on (2020) were able
to achieve a sensitivity of 35 nT/

√
Hz, this was demonstrated by applying known

test fields to determine the magnetometer response [244; 245]. Another magnetome-
ter system was able to achieve a sensitivity of 1.5 nT/

√
Hz [247]; the sensitivity

here was determined by utilizing the signal-to-noise to linewidth which can be ex-
tracted from the derivative slope of an ODMR spectrum. Since then other fiber
coupled systems have been able to achieve superior sensitivity values. The focus of
this chapter is the discussion of a fiber-coupled magnetometer that at the time of
publication represents the most sensitive fiber-coupled magnetometer [248] with a
sensitivity of (310 ± 20) pT/

√
Hz in the frequency range of 10-150 Hz when aligned

along (111). The control instrumentation and all related optics are contained in
a 0.44 m × 0.55 m × 0.6 m box on wheels which has been successfully operated
outside of the lab; the sensor head is connected to this box by way of an optical
fiber and a microwave cable. This system was the first published work that was able
to achieve a sub-nanotesla sensitivity for a fiber-coupled diamond magnetometer. It
was possible to achieve this sensitivity through the use of low-strain 12C diamond,
an optical fiber, and a pair of aspheric lenses that were used for excitation and col-
lection which allows for a small portable sensor head that can be brought to within
2 mm from the magnetic field source of interest. In addition, the other factors that
allowed such a high sensitivity was the optimization of the microwave parameters,
specifically the microwave power, frequency modulation amplitude and modulation
frequency. The aluminum substrate of the microwave antenna was chosen due its
good thermal conductivity. To minimize the linewidth a homogeneous bias magnetic
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field was used and the components closest to the sensor head were chosen to be non-
magnetic. A balanced detector was also used to reduce the amplitude noise from the
laser and a LIA used to enhance the signal and reject noise. The balanced detector
is a component that has two photodiodes, one of the photodiodes will receive the
red fluorescence emitted by the NV centers, the other will receive a portion of the
laser beam used for NV center excitation. By subtracting the portion of the laser
beam from the NV fluorescence any amplitude fluctuations due to the laser can be
removed.

After the publication of the paper this chapter was based on further enhance-
ments to the system allowed a sensitivity of (120 ± 20) pT/

√
Hz in the frequency

range of 10-200 Hz. This was achieved when the bias magnetic field was aligned
along (100). More recent fiber-coupled magnetometers have been able to achieve a
comparable sensitivity to that which was achieved in this work with a more compact
magnetometer than that which was developed at Warwick demonstrating a sensitiv-
ity of 344 pT/

√
Hz [249]. Another more recent fiber-based magnetometer was able

to achieve a sensitivity of 35 pT/
√

Hz with a bandwidth of 4.1 kHz this system used
a Ramsey based approach rather than CW magnetometry [250].

4.1.1 Zero-Crossing Slope

For a CW magnetometry experiment the output of the LIA is directly correlated
with changes to the fluorescence of the NV center ensemble and as there is a direct
relation between the magnetic field response and the LIA output, the noise in the
LIA output can yield the sensitivity of the magnetometer. This change can be
determined by fitting to the linear region of the derivative signal of the NV center
resonance and determining its gradient which provides a direct relation of the LIA’s
output (the change in voltage) to the change in the fluorescence output (frequency
shift induced). Through this relation and the fact that the frequency shift induced
in the NV center resonance is well known (the value of 28 Hz/nT is directly found
from equation 2.2) a calibration constant can be determined that directly relates the
voltage change output to the magnetic field change that induced said voltage change.
This is one of the two methods used in this chapter to determine the magnetometer
sensitivity.

4.2 Diamond Material Properties

The diamond employed to achieve a sub-nanotesla sensitivity was a 99.995% 12C-
enriched diamond plate with a (100) orientation whose dimensions were approxi-
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mately 4 × 4 × 0.6 mm3. As the diamond employed in this work was isotopically
purified the NV center resonance linewidth is narrower as the 13C which provides a
source of decoherence is reduced [54]. This allows for a NV center magnetometer to
reach a higher sensitivity, though at the expense of the dynamic range. The sample
was grown through CVD and it is estimated that there is a conversion efficiency of
20% of nitrogen-to-NV; this sample was provided by Element Six. The diamond was
electron irradiated and then annealed. The concentration of defects in this diamond
sample were determined by using EPR, FTIR and UV-Vis, photoluminescence maps
were also taken to assess sample homogeneity.

4.2.1 Electron Paramagnetic Resonance Measurements

EPR measurements were performed using a Bruker EMX spectrometer equipped
with a 90 dB microwave bridge and a Bruker super high Q microwave cavity. The
concentration of defects are found to be (2.8 ± 0.2) ppm of negatively charged NV
center, (5.3 ± 0.5) ppm for neutral substitutional nitrogen and (1.5 ± 0.2) ppm of
negatively charged hydrogen nitrogen vacancy (NVH). Pulsed EPR measurements
were also taken using a Bruker E580 equipped with a MD5 resonator; from this it
is established that T∗

2, T2 and T1 are 750 ns, 1.3 µs and 5100 µs respectively. The
extracted linewidth using the pulsed EPR T∗

2 time as a reference yields a linewidth
of 0.42 MHz.

4.2.2 Absorption Measurements

FTIR and UV-Vis measurements, shown in figure 4.1, were performed with the con-
centration determined to be 4.6 ppm for negatively charged NV center and 0.8 ppm
for neutral NV center and is found from using the intensities of the 637 nm and
575 nm zero-phonon line respectively. The concentrations from FTIR were estab-
lished to be 5.6 ppm for neutral substitutional nitrogen (N0

s) and 3 ppm for positively
charged substitutional nitrogen (N+

s ). It is believed the discrepancy between the NV
concentration found through UV-Vis and EPR are due to charge-transfer effects.
The concentrations for FTIR and UV-Vis are determined by normalizing the ob-
tained spectra and using known calibration constants to work out the concentration
of a particular defect.
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Figure 4.1: (a) The UV-Vis data which determined the neutral and negatively
charged concentrations of NV center. (b) FTIR data which was used to determine
concentrations of neutral and positively charged substitutional nitrogen defects.

4.3 Magnetometer Design

Excitation of the NV center defects are achieved through the use of a Laser Quantum
Gem-532. This laser has a maximum power output of 2 W, but 1 W of laser power
excitation was used for the results obtained in this chapter. This was to reduce the
noise output of the laser which is believed to be caused by mode hopping of the
laser due to the laser head reaching a temperature which is on the cusp between
two frequency modes. The noise was spurious and intermittent but when present
the sensitivity was degraded by at least an order of magnitude. At 1 W of power
this spurious noise was severely reduced and this laser power was preferred. The
experimental set-up is shown in figure 4.2. The magnetometry method employed
here is CW magnetometry.

The output of the laser beam is directed to a 100:1 ratio beam sampler (Thor-
labs BSF10-A) which is designed to pick off 1% of the laser power. The picked-off
portion is supplied to the reference arm of a balanced detector (Thorlabs PDB450A).
The remaining high-intensity portion of the laser beam is steered using a mirror
through a dichroic filter (Thorlabs DMSP650) and then focused using an aspheric
lens (Thorlabs C171TMD-A) into a custom-ordered 0.22 N.A. fiber with a core di-
ameter of 400 µm (Thorlabs FG400AEA-Custom). The fiber end closest to the laser
source is steel terminated while the end that attaches to the sensor head (closest
to the diamond) is ceramic; this was done to minimize the number of magnetic
sources near the diamond to prevent noise. The steel termination was chosen to
ensure the fiber end closest to the fiber would not be damaged at high intensity
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Figure 4.2: A schematic of the fiber-coupled diamond magnetometer. The dimen-
sions of the sensor head are shown but other components are not drawn to scale.
The terms ND and LP are respectively the abbreviations for neutral density and
long pass. The hyperfine excitation was provided by the function generator. The
bias magnetic field was used for alignment of the NV center resonance to a particular
crystallographic orientation.
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laser powers. The fiber output is collimated using an aspheric lens of 0.3 N.A.
(Thorlabs C171TMD-A); the collimated beam is then focused using an aspheric
lens of 0.68 N.A. (Thorlabs C330TMD-B); the first lens is housed in an SM1 lens
tube (Thorlabs SM1L30) while the higher N.A. asphere is placed in an adjustable
SM1 zoom house (Thorlabs SM1NR05) which is capable of mounting half-inch op-
tics. The same lens arrangement is used to collect the fluorescence emitted by the
NV center ensemble from the diamond. It is estimated that the sensing volume is
∼600 µm × 4650 µm2; this is based on a measured beam waist of ∼38 µm and
the known thickness of the diamond. The red fluorescence is then separated us-
ing a 650 nm shortpass dichroic mirror (Thorlabs DMSP650), filtered using a 650
nm longpass filter (Thorlabs FELH650) and focused onto the signal photodiode of
the balanced detector. The balanced detector is used to cancel out laser intensity
fluctuations which would otherwise degrade the magnetometer sensitivity, published
works have reported enhancements of up to a factor of 30 in the sensitivity [103]
through being able to remove intensity fluctuations. Optimum noise cancellation
was achieved when the incident intensity upon the reference photodiode is matched
with the illumination intensity of the red fluorescence that is incident upon the sig-
nal photodiode for balanced detectors that use subtraction to reduce noise. The
illumination levels are matched when on a magnetically sensitive resonance with an
enhancement of a factor of 11 achievable in the sensitivity. The enhancement in the
sensitivity is reduced to a factor of 3 when the intensity incident upon the signal and
reference photodiodes are unmatched. The improvement in sensitivity is compared
to when only the red fluorescence is used with no subtraction using the reference pho-
todiode. It should be noted that large scale movements to the fiber causes changes
to the coupling efficiency and can introduce modal noise, this manifests as variations
in the number of photons collected on short timescales which in turn manifest as
noise in the magnetic field measurements. These changes can be interpreted as a
magnetic signal and have been shown to degrade the sensitivity.

4.3.1 Sensitivity Optimization

To optimize the sensitivity of the magnetometer a series of measurements were un-
dertaken with modifications to the parameters relating to the microwaves delivered
to the NV ensemble. For each varied parameter a corresponding ODMR spectrum
was taken and the zero-crossing slope (ZCS) determined in each instance; the larger
the value of the ZCS the greater the responsivity of the magnetometer and thus the
more sensitive it is. Though a larger ZCS suggests a better sensitivity, provided the
same experimental parameters are used, this is not absolute; under certain conditions
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the sensitivity may be worse even with a larger ZCS value.

4.3.2 Microwave and Electronics

Microwave excitation is provided by an Agilent N5172B microwave source with its
output supplied to a Mini-Circuits ZHL-16W-43-S+ microwave amplifier. An arbi-
trary function generator (RSPro AFG21005) is used to supply a 2.158 MHz sinewave
which is supplied to the I/Q inputs of the Agilent. The mixing of a 2.158 MHz
sinewave allows for the simultaneous excitation of three frequencies, in this instance
of the nitrogen-14 (mI = -1,0,1) hyperfine resonances leading to an enhancement in
the spin contrast of the NV center ensemble; instead of three resonances there will be
five resonances instead this is termed hyperfine excitation. The amplified microwave
output is passed through a 2-4 GHz coaxial circulator to reduce microwave back
reflection. This is then supplied to a 2 mm diameter copper loop deposited onto
a ∼1.7 mm thick aluminum prototyping board (C.I.F AAT10). Aluminum was the
choice of substrate as it has a higher thermal conductivity than materials such as
FR4; FR4 is a fiberglass based epoxy resin that is commonly used for printed circuit
boards. High thermal conductivity is needed so the diamond does not get too hot.
Aluminum is much less efficient than FR4 at delivering microwaves. The diamond is
placed at the center of the copper loop. The 1.7 mm thickness of the aluminum board
is the ultimate limiting factor with regards to how close the diamond can be brought
to a magnetic field source of interest. The microwaves are square-wave frequency
modulated [251]. For the purpose of enhancing the sensitivity the carrier microwaves
are modulated at a specific microwave frequency modulation and frequency modu-
lation amplitude. The subtracted signal from the balanced detector is supplied to a
Zurich MFLI DC - 500 kHz LIA with the reference frequency (information regarding
the microwave frequency modulation and frequency amplitude parameters) supplied
to the Agilent. The use of frequency modulating the microwaves allows the LIA to
extract the magnetometry signal whilst rejecting the noise components that occur
at all other frequencies that do not occur at the modulation frequency. To maximize
the noise rejection and boost the extracted magnetometry signal it is important to
find the optimum modulation frequency and frequency modulation amplitude; these
measurements were performed. The NV center resonances were separated by a per-
manent rare earth magnet with the bias field aligned to a (111) crystallographic
orientation; the frequency splitting is found to be ∆f ∼114 MHz yielding an applied
bias magnetic field of ∼2 mT.
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4.3.3 Microwave Delivery System

As the sensor head configuration is miniaturized and light tight it is not possible to
assess the beam waist of excitation or determine the performance of the multimode
fiber and the aspheric pair lens combination from within the sensor head when the
antenna is screwed on. Investigations were done to determine how bad the chromatic
aberration is between the excitation (green 532 nm laser) and the collection (red NV
center fluorescence, 637-850 nm). This investigation was achieved using a different
set-up with only the fiber and the associated sensor head being used. The purpose
of these investigations was to determine if any chromatic aberrations would affect
the excitation on the NV ensemble or collection of NV fluorescence. The other
purpose was to determine the excitation volume of the diamond and determine if
improvements are needed to the microwave excitation system.

Two laser sources were used for this investigation: a 532 nm laser (Crysta-
Laser CL532-100-S) and a 635 nm wavelength diode laser with a maximum power
output of 1 mW. The two beams were combined through using a 2-by-1 fiber split-
ter (the fibers were 50 µm multimode). This single fiber is then coupled, using a
2.5 mm bronze split mating sleeve (Thorlabs ADAF4) to the multimode fiber (Thor-
labs FG400AEA-Custom) that we use for magnetometry. This fiber then maintains
the same sensor head configuration with the pair of aspheric lenses that are housed in
the zoom house. The antenna is removed and is instead replaced with a 10 × 10 mm
220 grit ground glass diffuser of 1.6 mm thickness (Edmund Optics 62-615). This
ground glass diffuser itself is mounted onto an externally threaded SM1 holder. The
ground glass diffuser is used to minimize the power intensity to prevent damage to
the pixels of the CMOS camera. A 6.35 mm diameter A-coated Steinheil achromatic
triplet with a focal length of f = 10 mm (Thorlabs TRS064–010–A) is used to focus
the output onto a color CMOS camera (Thorlabs CS165CU/M). From this it was
found that the intensity profiles of the red and green were overlapping in the x and
y directions but chromatic aberration is in z. The chromatic aberration would re-
sult in a reduction in either the amount of optical power used for excitation or the
fluorescence collection from the diamond.

4.3.4 Microwave Antenna Choice

Investigations into the beam waist of excitation were also undertaken using the same
setup as 4.3.3, this was to determine if a modification of the microwave antenna was
needed to excite the NV center ensemble more efficiently. If the excitation volume
is large, it is expected that using a microwave wire as the antenna would limit the
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Figure 4.3: For the following sensitivity measurements the bias field was aligned
along (100), and the sensitivity taken for both NV center resonances; the left-hand
side (LHS) resonance frequency is 2846.4 MHz while for the right-hand side (RHS)
the resonance frequency was 2883.55 MHz. The mean sensitivity is the mean between
the frequency range 10-200 Hz. (a) The loop LHS resonance, (b) the loop RHS
resonance, (c) the wire LHS resonance and (d) the wire RHS resonance.
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sensitivity as the microwave field generated by the wire has a sharp fall off with the
distance from the wire: the microwave field is highly inhomogeneous. To determine
the beam waist the microwave antenna was removed and replaced with a CMOS
camera to image the beam waist of excitation, using this set-up it was estimated
that the beam waist was 38.7 µm. With such a beam waist it is expected that the
height of excitation would be 600 µm which is the thickness of the diamond.

A comparison was also made between two different microwave antennae, the
first was a simple microwave wire. It is expected that the microwave wire provides a
strong microwave field closest to the wire but with a sharp fall off with the distance
from the wire [147; 146]. The other antenna was a loop of a diameter of 2 mm;
the excitation beam was directed toward the center of the loop. The experimental
configuration was the same for both microwave antennae with the same diamond
being used. The only change was the microwave antenna. For all measurements
the laser power was set to 1000 mW, the frequency sweep range was 2.78-2.94 GHz,
with a step dwell time of 4 ms, the number of points were 8,001 giving a frequency
spacing of 20 kHz between points while the frequency deviation and modulation
were respectively set to 600 kHz and 3.0307 kHz respectively. The LIA low pass
filter frequency was set to 300.8 Hz. The LIA output scaling was 28 when the wire
antenna was used while it was reduced to 14 for the loop antenna. The magnetic
bias field for all measurements were taken using a (100) bias field alignment.

As shown in figure 4.3 there is a reduction in the sensitivity when the mi-
crowave wire is used, with a difference of ∼2.2 being achieved in the sensitivity when
comparing the best sensitivity values for the wire and loop antenna, see table 4.1.
The low frequency noise, i.e. the 1/f noise, is primarily attributed to magnetic
noise originating from the environment whilst the 50 Hz and harmonics thereof are
attributed to magnetic noise from the mains power source. For lower microwave
powers the microwave wire provides a greater discrepancy in the obtained sensitiv-
ity; it is believed that this is due to the poor excitation of NV centers furthest from
the wire. At higher microwave powers these these NV centers now contribute to the
magnetic resonance signal. For all given microwave powers the loop provides a higher
sensitivity than the microwave wire. It is further believed that using a microwave
loop with a larger radius may also improve the homogeneity and therefore further
improve the sensitivity. It is for this reason that the microwave wire was abandoned
in favor of using the microwave loop. Upon utilizing a microwave loop the sensitivity
of the magnetometer was consistently sub-nanotesla. Further improvements may be
gained through the use of a microwave resonator which can provide an even more
homogeneous microwave field though this will limit the usable frequency range of
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Wire vs. Loop Antenna
dBm LHS wire LHS loop Diff. RHS wire RHS loop Diff.
-25 3.0 ± 0.5 0.16 ± 0.5 18.8 2.8 ± 0.1 0.18 ± 0.08 15.5
-20 1.12 ± 0.07 0.12 ± 0.02 9.3 1.07 ± 0.05 0.17 ± 0.09 6.3
-15 0.52 ± 0.03 0.16 ± 0.02 3.25 0.48 ± 0.04 0.18 ± 0.04 2.7
-10 0.26 ± 0.02 - N/A 0.27 ± 0.03 - N/A
-20 - 0.15 ± 0.02 N/A - 0.15 ± 0.02 N/A

Table 4.1: The sensitivity values obtained from the wire vs loop antenna comparison
study. The microwave power values are listed as dBm but this is the value prior to
amplification; the microwave output is amplified by 43 dB and this is the microwave
power delivered to the antenna. All specified sensitivity values are in units of nT

√
Hz

and are the mean of 160 FFTs, the errors quoted are the standard deviation of the
160 FFTs. The abbreviations LHS and RHS are left-hand side and right-hand side
respectively. For the last row of the table the microwave power was set -20 dBm
(value prior to amplification) while the laser power was reduced to 500 mW, this
measurement was only taken for the loop antenna.

the magnetometer.

4.3.5 Optically Detected Magnetic Resonance Spectra

An ODMR spectrum of the NV center when aligned along (111) is shown in fig-
ure 4.4(a), hyperfine excitation is employed to enhance the contrast. As the bias
field is aligned along only one of the four NV center orientations only a quarter
contribute to the magnetometry measurements; the other NV center resonances are
degenerate and thus occur at the same frequency. The microwaves are swept across
the frequency range of 2.78 GHz to 2.94 GHz, with a step resolution of 20 kHz, a step
dwell time of 4 ms and a LIA frequency bandwidth of 200 Hz using a 48 dB/octave
filter slope; the LIA output scaling was set to ×500. For all sensitivity measurements
the NV center resonance occurring at a frequency of ∼2.81 GHz was used.

It is inferred from equation 2.24 that the shot-noise limited sensitivity is
improved by increasing the contrast/linewidth (CCW /∆ν) ratio. The contrast can
be increased by increasing the delivered microwave power however there is a trade-off
as an increasing microwave power will also cause the ODMR linewidth to increase. To
maximize the magnetometer sensitivity and determine the relation of the LIA output
to the microwave delivery parameters, specifically the microwave power, modulation
frequency and frequency modulation amplitude a series of ODMR spectra were taken.
The microwave intensity is not equal for the three frequencies used to excite the three
hyperfine lines. This was confirmed when the microwave output after mixing was
connected to a vector network analyzer (Agilent N9320B). The result of this means
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Figure 4.4: (a) An ODMR spectrum of the NVC as a function of varying microwave
frequency. (b) The zero-crossing slope and the contrast-to-linewidth ratio as a func-
tion of applied microwave power after amplification and neglecting cable losses. All
measurements were taken using a frequency modulation amplitude of 300 kHz and
a modulation frequency of 3.0307 kHz.

that the linewidth of an ODMR resonance depends on which microwave excitation(s)
created it. This is taken into account during the fitting procedure where each NV
center resonance is fitted independently of each other.

The microwave power was varied from -25 dBm to -8 dBm (pre-amplification
value before the 43 dB amplifier, corresponding to 0.06 W and 3.16 W respectively
after amplification with losses due to the cables neglected); the variations in power
were in 1 dBm increments. For a given microwave power, spectra prior to LIA
amplification were taken to determine the contrast and the linewidth while an LIA
spectrum was taken to determine the zero crossing slope (the gradient of the NV
center ODMR spectrum); all spectra were taken when exciting all three nitrogen-14
hyperfine resonances. The value of the zero-crossing slope is highly correlated with
that of the contrast-to-linewidth ratio. It is inferred that the highest sensitivity
is achieved for a microwave power of 0.8 W; this is inferred from the maximum
of the zero crossing slope. The effects of varying the frequency modulation and
frequency modulation amplitude were also investigated at the microwave power of
0.8 W, the frequency modulation was varied between 1 to 80 kHz while the frequency
modulation amplitude was varied from 100 to 600 kHz.

The microwave power, the frequency modulation and the frequency modula-
tion amplitude were varied and the ZCS determined for each change. It was found
that the maximum value of the ZCS occurred at a microwave power of ∼0.8 W,
see figure 4.4b). Figure 4.5(a) shows that the ZCS is maximized at a modulation
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Figure 4.5: The zero-crossing slope as a function of the modulation frequency.

frequency of 1.0307 kHz while figure 4.5(b) the modulation frequency amplitude is
maximized at 300 kHz. For lower frequencies the ZCS could be increased but the
magnetometer sensitivity was worse due to failing to reject low-frequency noise with
the LIA. This 1/f noise is worse at low frequencies.

4.3.6 Zero-crossing Slope vs. Modulation frequency

To determine the optimum modulation frequency to maximize the sensitivity, ODMR
spectra as a function of the modulation frequency were taken, see figure 4.5. It
is expected that using higher modulation frequencies will reduce the value of the
zero-crossing slope as the NV center contrast will be reduced due to the finite re-
polarisation time [81; 251; 252]. Though the expected trend is followed (the value
of the zero-crossing slope increases with lower modulation frequencies), the best
sensitivity is achieved at a modulation frequency of 3.0307 kHz with a ZCS value
of (16.2 ± 0.1) V/MHz; further optimization allowed the maximum value of the
zero-crossing slope to become (17.9 ± 0.2) V/MHz for a modulation frequency of
3.0307 kHz, using this value of the ZCS the calibration constant is 5×10−4 V/nT
when using the gyromagnetic ratio, 28 Hz/nT, of the NV cente; the sensitivity is
found to be 171 pT/

√
Hz. It it believed that the superior sensitivity at a higher

modulation frequency was due to the increased susceptibility to lower noise fre-
quency components that are typically common as one approached low modulation
frequencies nearer to DC.
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Figure 4.6: Diamond magnetometry sensitivity spectrum: the mean sensitivity is
310 pT/

√
Hz from 10-150 Hz. The noise floor is shown when no longer on a resonant

frequency (magnetically insensitive) and with no applied laser or microwaves (elec-
tronic noise). The on resonance, off resonance and electronic noise are the mean of
160 1s FFT’s. Inset is a figure that demonstrates the magnetometer responsivity for
a given applied test field. This calibration was used to determine the sensitivity.

4.3.7 Test Field Calibration

Another method to determine the sensitivity of a magnetometer is through the ap-
plication of known test fields to determine the response (voltage change) of the
magnetometer due to a changing magnetic field, the fields can be either AC or
DC and examples of using both have been found in literature to characterize a di-
amond magnetometer. This was achieved by applying known test fields using a
homemade Helmholtz coil; the current was supplied by a bench top power supply
(Tenma 72-10480). This Helmholtz coil was placed around the sensor head with the
diamond being placed directly at the center when used to determined the magne-
tometer response. The Helmholtz coil itself was calibrated using a Hirst Magnetics
GM07 Hall probe which allowed the current and induced magnetic field relation
to be determined. The test fields were applied along the (100) orientation and
from this it was determined that the magnetometer responsivity/calibration con-
stant was 2.77×10−4 V/nT; this was calculated by applying a linear fit to the data
inset in figure 4.6. It is determined that the sensitivity with this calibration is
(310 ± 20) pT/

√
Hz as shown in figure 4.6. The low frequency noise, i.e. the 1/f
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noise, disappears when the microwave frequency is off resonance (see magnetically
insensitive line in figure 4.6 showing that the noise is magnetic in origin. The differ-
ence in values between the magnetically sensitive and insensitive spectral densities
suggests that there are background magnetic fields that are a source of noise. All
FFT traces shown in figure 4.6 are the result of the mean of 160 FFTs (the error
given for the mean sensitivity is the standard deviation of 160 FFTs); all FFTs were
performed using the inbuilt capabilities of the Picoscope 5000 oscilloscope. The noise
present, the 1/f and the 50 Hz and its harmonics are confirmed to be magnetic in
origin as is does not appear in the magnetically insensitive (off-resonance) FFT.
The discrepancy in the obtained sensitivity between the two calibration methods is
due to the non-optimal test field orientation. The test magnetic fields are applied
along the (100) orientation and hence a reduction in the responsivity by a factor
of cos(109.5/2) ∼0.57 is expected; we obtain a difference of 0.55 between the two
values.

The photon-shot noise limit was calculated using equation 2.24 and found to
be 50 pT/

√
Hz using the values of 1.11 MHz for the linewidth, a contrast of 1.76%

and a photon collection rate of 1.2×1015 photons/s. The contrast and linewidth
were directly extracted by Lorentzian fits to the ODMR resonance features prior
to lock-in amplification when exciting all three nitrogen-14 hyperfine resonances.
The fluorescence was determined by measuring the incident power level prior to
the balanced detector using a power meter (Thorlabs PM100D equipped with a
power meter head Thorlabs S121C). It is believed that the majority of the noise
that prevents the magnetometer from reaching the photon-shot-noise-limit is due to
uncancelled laser and magnetic noise. It should be possible to reduce the factor away
from shot noise through the implementation of a gradiometer which could cancel any
common mode noise.

4.3.8 Sensor Head

Aluminum was chosen as the substrate of choice for the microwave delivery antenna
due to its higher thermal conductivity when compared to a material like FR4. Su-
perior sensitivity values were obtained when using the FR4 substrate however the
thermal properties were significantly worse and at high enough laser powers there
was significant risk of damage to the FR4 antenna boards; at high intensities the
FR4 boards would burn and thus high intensity laser power could not be used. The
higher thermal conductivity helps to remove heat from the diamond which helps
mitigate thermal fluctuations of the diamond; changes to the diamond temperature
will cause a shift in the position of the NV center resonance. The temperature of
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Figure 4.7: Temperature variation of the aluminum antenna as a function of time
for 60 minutes.

the aluminum antenna was monitored for one hour after the laser power was set
to 1 W, the results are shown in figure 4.7. All temperature recordings were made
using a Fluke TiS PRO infrared camera with all errors in the temperature measure-
ments taken as 5% of the temperature reading recorded by the thermal camera. An
equilibrium temperature of ∼26.5 °C was reached after 20 minutes making it safe to
come into contact with living tissue. Ideally for cardiac sensing the procedure would
be non-contact but a stronger signal will be obtained if the magnetometer is directly
touching the chest as it will be closer to the heart. A picture of the sensor head with
the magnetic bias field is shown in figure 4.8.

4.3.9 Laser Noise

To develop a magnetometer that was fully portable all optical components and as-
sociated electronics were placed in a rack mount set-up with a fiber and microwave
cable allowing for a portable sensor head that was relatively detached from the
control instrumentation. To maintain the laser temperature in its thermally sta-
ble operating region the laser head is placed on a large aluminum block which in
turn is connected to heat fins to remove head from the laser. However, due to the
minimal space in the rack the size of the heat sink is limited. When operating the
laser at full power (2 W of power) the laser head generates more heat than at 1 W.
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Figure 4.8: A picture of the sensor head (black horizontal cylinder in the top right).
On the left is a NdFeB bias magnet in a rotatable aluminum enclosure. A ruler is
included to show the scale size.

The noise on the magnetometry measurements was more significant at 2 W than at
1 W, which significantly degraded the sensitivity. As mentioned previously it was
hypothesized that the laser head reached a temperature that was on the cusp of
different modes and so the laser was oscillating between these different modes which
introduced noise through mode hopping. The temperature can be stabilized through
introducing other heat management solutions such as forced air cooling plates how-
ever passive solutions to heat management are preferred as it was found that fans
introduced sporadic noise. To operate in a thermally stable regime we chose to use
1 W of laser power. An image of the sensor head is shown in figure 4.8.

4.3.10 (111) Orientation vs. (100) Orientation

As there are four orientations for the NV center when using an ensemble and we only
use a quarter when aligned along (111) the other three orientations do not contribute
to the magnetometry signal. By aligning to a (100) orientation the magnetic field
projection along all four orientations is the same, this enhances the spin contrast
by a factor of four. However, as the bias field is no longer preferentially aligned to
any NV center axis the gyromagnetic ratio is reduced and thus each orientation’s
sensitivity is reduced by a factor of cos(109.5/2) ∼0.57; the expected enhancement
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Figure 4.9: (a) The zero crossing-slope (ZCS) is plotted as a function of the square
root of the NV center photoluminescence (PL), F. (b), (c) and (d) are respectively
the sensitivity, the photon-shot-noise limit and the sensitivity-to-shot-noise ratio all
are plotted as a function of the square-root of the PL.

to the sensitivity is thus expected to be 4 cos(109.5/2) = 2
√

4/3 ∼2.3.

4.3.11 Shot-noise limit scaling as a function of PL

To investigate the factors limiting the sensitivity of the magnetometer a mounted
continuously variable neutral density filter (Thorlabs NDC-59C-2M-A) was used to
decrease the incident NV center fluorescence on the signal photodiode. This was
to investigate how the magnetometer sensitivity scales with the NV center photon
flux rate; in all such measurements the incident photon flux rate on the reference
arm (laser output) of the balanced detector was matched to the incident NV center
fluorescence, it is expected that the calculated shot-noise would similarly scale in the
same manner. All other experimental parameters such as the microwave power or
modulation parameters were unchanged, the bias magnetic field was aligned along
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Figure 4.10: A power saturation curve plotting the applied laser power against the
photodiode output from the balanced detector.

(100); the aluminum antenna was replaced with a SiC antenna (see chapter 6 for fur-
ther details). It is expected, due to equation 2.24, that the magnetometer sensitivity
would scale linearly with the square root of the NV center fluorescence. As a control
the relationship between the supplied laser power and magnetometer sensitivity was
also investigated. It is expected that the sensitivity will not scale linearly with the
laser power as the rate of spin polarization will be varied. It was found that the ex-
pected relation of linear scaling was followed for both the sensitivity and the photon
shot-noise limit at low NV fluorescence values, see figure 4.9(b) and (c). However
at higher fluorescence values it was found that the expected trend was not followed
and that the sensitivity appears to reach a limit at higher fluorescence values regard-
less of the increase in the incident fluorescence; the improvement in the sensitivity
is minimal when compared to the increased fluorescence. It is also found that the
increase in the value of the ZCS scales in a similar manner. This suggests that the
sensitivity of the magnetometer itself is limited with a possible limitation to the
sensitivity being due to either the background environmental noise or a limitation
due to the equipment used. The best sensitivity value for the magnetometer was
(120 ± 20) pT/

√
Hz in the frequency range of 10-200 Hz. The ratio of the sensitivity

to the photon-shot-noise limit was calculated for all sensitivities for a given PL level,
as the PL level increases the ratio also increased.

To determine the regime and whether the NV centers are power saturated,
a power saturation measurement was taken with the results shown in figure 4.10,
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the data was fit according to equation 2.26 and it was determined that Psat is
(11.6 ± 0.3) W and F∞ is (18.8 ± 0.4) V. The regime of operation is far from
saturation of the NV center defects. In a CW magnetometry scheme if the NV cen-
ters are in an optically saturated regime it would limit the magnetometer sensitivity
and thus one would wish to be far from this regime to prevent the sensitivity form
being limited.

4.4 Future Goals

The aim of the magnetometer system that was developed and characterized in this
chapter was to produce a system that would be portable enough to be useful in a
wide range of applications but still have a comparable sensitivity to diamond mag-
netometers that are fixed to optical tables. The main focus for this magnetometer
was to perform unshielded MCG measurements. The high portability would also
allow it be useful in a range of applications beyond that of a medical diagnostic
tool. Depending on the distance of the sensor from the heart, the peak of a cardiac
magnetic field signal can be as high as 100 pT while smaller features associated with
the magnetic field signal given by the heart can be as low as 5 pT [253]. The fre-
quency range typically of MCG signals are typically in the range of 0.1-100 Hz and
are produced by electrical currents in the heart. The current sensitivity achieved by
the magnetometer in this work when fully optimized is (120 ± 20) pT/

√
Hz in the

frequency range of 10-200 Hz, with the main improvement over the published value
of (310 ± 20) pT/

√
Hz in the frequency range of 10-150 Hz arising due to the (100)

alignment and further optimization to the experimental parameters. However, this
is still not sufficient to be able to detect cardiac magnetic fields.

Currently, it is believed that the greatest limitation of the magnetometer is
the poor collection efficiency; the conversion of the green to red photons is calculated
to be ∼0.06% and significant improvements to the sensitivity are expected if the exci-
tation and collection efficiency can be improved. This was calculated by dividing the
NV center fluorescence power by the total laser power output (1000 mW). Published
works have been able to achieve values as high as 8% [165], which would represent an
improvement by a factor of 12 to the sensitivity of our fiber-coupled magnetometer,
assuming a shot-noise limit scaling with the fluorescence. However, is has also been
demonstrated that the sensitivity of the magnetometer appears to reach a limit as
the sensitivity is capped at 120 pT/

√
Hz. The sensitivity does not improve with the

photon collection rate when approaching sensitivities as high as 120 pT/
√

Hz irre-
spective of the improvement to the photon collection rate. This suggests that even
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with a better collection efficiency the magnetometer system is still limited by other
factors. Some of the noise has been attributed to uncancelled laser and microwave
noise. Furthermore, it is likely that there is environmental background magnetic
noise that could also be a limiting factor. As some of the background magnetic
fields can be orders of magnitude stronger than the magnetic field signals from the
heart these signals would have to be suppressed to perform unshielded MCG. This
cancellation is possible when using a magnetic gradiometer as this will be able to
cancel out common-mode noise. Gradiometer systems have already been developed
with other magnetometer systems and have been able to detect signals from the
heart and the brain. Gradiometer systems have also been employed using the NV
center in diamond in both a fiber-coupled and non-fiber coupled configuration [244].
If the noise that limits the sensitivity of the magnetometer is indeed due to either
environmental noise or due to uncancelled laser noise it should be possible to reduce
this noise through a gradiometer. Preliminary progress toward this is discussed in
chapter 6.
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Chapter 5

Imaging Damage in Steel Using a
Diamond Magnetometer

Non-destructive methods of being able to inspect the quality of an object is highly
useful for industrial applications due to being able to assess any damage to materials
such as steel without needing to apply any further modification to the material under
inspection [88]. This can save time and resources and as such having the ability to
analyze materials through using non-destructive testing (NDT) is of vital importance
to industry.

This chapter concerns the development and usage of a new NDT technique
in which damage to a ferromagnetic material distorts an applied magnetic field. The
fiber-coupled diamond magnetometer from the previous chapter was used to detect
this distortion. To achieve a high spatial resolution, a small magnet was introduced
very close to the diamond as explained below. The other NDT method that was
investigated was the alternating field current method, this technique can be used to
analyze any conductive material and works by applying low frequency currents to
a conductive material. The aim was to develop a technique that would utilize the
advantages of a diamond magnetometer, with a radiation-hard sensor head for use
in the nuclear power generation industry.

5.1 Introduction

Globally corrosion in materials such as stainless steel is a huge problem which is
responsible for economic loss estimated as being over $100 billion per year. To
mitigate such losses there are many NDTs used in industry with each method having
particular advantages and disadvantages [254; 255; 256; 257; 258; 259; 260; 261; 262];
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this section will briefly summarize the most commonly used methods in industry.

5.1.1 Visual Inspection

This method is technically the simplest as it involves using a human eye to look
for any damage through optical means, all investigations are therefore performed
using light in the visible range. This method has intrinsic issues as it is limited
only to surface damage and involves the use of individuals who are error prone. To
be utilized in an effective manner an individual would have to be trained and have
significant experience. It is also not possible to send a person into many of the
situations where NDT analysis is needed.

5.1.2 Magnetic Flux Leakage

There are several magnetic methods among which the most common is the mag-
netic flux leakage method. This method allows for the analysis of ferromagnetic
materials through applying strong magnetic fields to saturate the material in ques-
tion [88; 263; 264; 265; 266; 267; 268; 269; 270]. In the absence of any damage the
magnetic flux mostly stays in the material. However, in the presence of damage
such as a crack the flux leaks out of the material [88]. This leakage can be detected
by a magnetometer which can allow for the identification of damage. However, the
material under inspection must ideally be saturated which can require very strong
magnetic fields; on the order of one Tesla which can be hard to achieve in practi-
cal settings. As the material requires saturation this can only be used to analyze
ferromagnetic materials [88; 261; 262].

This technique is mostly used by the oil and gas industry to investigate dam-
age in pipelines without the need to undergo costly excavations, typically a large
array of sensors are combined and placed into a tool that travels in the pipeline;
such a tool is called a pipeline inspection gauge [266; 267; 268]. The pipeline in-
spection gauge is designed to travel through a pipeline with the sensors placed on
the outside so that it is close to the pipeline wall. Combined with accurate global
positioning system measurements the damage can be detected and localized.

5.1.3 Ultrasonic Inspection

Ultrasonic testing involves the use ultrasonic waves which are sent through a ma-
terial. Information is gained by measuring the reflections which come back to the
ultrasound transducer due to damage and material interfaces. This can yield infor-
mation about the materials properties and allow damage to be identified [271].
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5.1.4 Eddy Current Testing

Eddy current imaging allows for the inspection of any conductive material and thus
can be extended to non-magnetic materials such as aluminum [82]. A time-varying
magnetic field is applied to a material and due to the law of magnetic induction any
free electrons in the material will form eddy currents. The strength of the induced
eddy current is highly dependent on the conductivity of the material and the strength
of the time varying magnetic field. From this it is even possible to distinguish between
different materials based upon their conductivity. In the vicinity of damage in the
material the induced signal will be different, this is due to the differing conductivity;
there will be a significant decrease in the amplitude of the induced signal and a
change in the phase [82].

5.2 Magnetic Flux Distortion

The key method that allowed for the detection of damage in ferromagnetic materi-
als presented here was the introduction of a small 1 mm3 magnet at a distance of
approximately 5 mm away from the microwave excitation loop where the diamond
is located. As the NV center utilizes Zeeman shifts to perform magnetometry and
the magnetic flux line of the magnet would be distorted upon coming near the vicin-
ity of significant change in the magnetic permeability, the magnetic profile of the
magnet will change which in turn will shift the resonant frequency of the NV cen-
ter. Furthermore, the introduction of a small magnet creates a very inhomogeneous
magnetic field upon the diamond which allowed the dynamic range of the magne-
tometry experiments to be extended. As was mentioned in chapter 2 the dynamic
range was defined as the range over which the magnetometer can sense magnetic
fields and for an NV center magnetometer will be defined as the extent of the linear
region of the lock-in amplifier derivative signal. A larger linewidth corresponds to a
greater range for the dynamic range. The inhomogeneous magnetic bias field meant
that all NV centers will resonate at slightly different frequencies and thus the NV
center resonance linewidth is larger and the spin contrast is reduced. This reduces
the sensitivity of the magnetometer but allows the magnetometer to have a larger
magnetic field sensing range. When using a single small bias field the field was too
inhomogeneous and thus a second magnet was used to reduce the inhomogeneity at
the diamond to allow the sensitivity to be enhanced, whilst still allowing magnetic
flux to be injected into the material under inspection. The extent of broadening
to the linewidth and the reduction in the sensitivity is quantified in later sections.
For the magnetic flux distortion measurements taken, to further extend the dynamic
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range the basis for all measurements was not at the zero crossing slope (steepest
point of the LIA derivative signal) but at the furthest point away from the zero
crossing slope that still remains within the linear region of the LIA output.

5.2.1 Dynamic Range

As the dynamic range is an important factor it merits further discussion. To ensure
accurate measurements a high dynamic range is required to ensure that the large
magnetic field fluctuations that occur when the magnet approaches damage in a
ferromagnetic do not shift the frequency of an NV center such that the sensor is no
longer resonant: sufficiently large magnet fields will induce shifts to the resonance
frequency such that it is no longer possible to obtain any useful information regarding
any changes in the magnetic material under inspection. This can be characterized
as the dynamic range of the system and as was mentioned previously is the extent
of the linear region of the lock-in amplifier derivative signal. It can be seen from
equation 2.24 that a narrow linewidth will lead to a higher sensitivity but this in
turn leads to a poor dynamic range. Having a sensor possess a high sensitivity is
advantageous in providing a higher signal-to-noise ratio which in turn can allow the
sensor to be further away from the material under investigation. Thus it is ideal
to have a system with a high sensitivity and a high dynamic range; however as
these directly contrast one another one would have to use a PID tracker that would
track the NV resonance such that microwave frequency would always be adjusted
whenever there is a change such that one is always magnetically sensitive [60]. This
would allow one to use narrow NV resonance linewidths for high sensitivity whilst
achieving a high dynamic range. For all measurements undertaken in this chapter
concerning magnetic flux distortion a compromise was made between the sensitivity
and the dynamic range. This compromise was achieved through the use of two
magnets, the first was a small magnet placed near the diamond which introduced
a highly inhomogeneous magnetic field upon the NV center ensemble; this magnet
was used to inject flux into the ferromagnetic material under inspection. The second
magnet was a larger magnet that was used to reduce the inhomogeneity of the magnet
field on the NV center ensemble, this enhanced the sensitivity whilst still allowing a
sufficient dynamic range. The magnets were configured such that the magnetic poles
opposed one another with the diamond placed between them. The position of the
second magnet was adjusted to optimize the trade-off between the sensitivity and
the dynamic range. The degree of inhomogeneity is quantified in later sections.
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5.3 Alternating Field Current Method

To extend the range of materials that can be investigated beyond ferromagnetic
materials the induction of eddy currents in a conductive material was investigated;
the alternating field current method is a subset of eddy current induction. The
frequencies of excitation did not go beyond 150 Hz. As the induced signal is highly
dependent on various material properties, specifically the electrical conductivity, if
there is a loss of material the generated signal will change and distort around the
structural irregularity. For the experiments undertaken in this work the signals were
induced by using a pair of coils, each coil was arranged in a winding rectangular
arrangement and these were placed on the edges of the sample along the direction of
the 25 mm length of the damage. This led to the induction of eddy currents in the
material under inspection which could be detected by the diamond magnetometer.
Through this it was possible to reconstruct the profile of damage through measuring
the magnetic fields induced in the material under inspection.

For AC signals the generated magnetic fields do not entirely penetrate into
the interior of the material in question but have a penetration depth dependent on
the frequency

δ =
1√

πfACµrσ
, (5.1)

where δ is the penetration depth, fAC is the frequency of the AC induced signals,
µr is the magnetic permeability of the material and σ is the electrical conductivity
of the material. If the frequency is increased the strength of the magnetic fields will
be increased but the penetration depth will be reduced.

5.4 Experimental Details

The experimental methods and equipment are similar to those in section 4.3, see
figure 5.1, the optics and the configuration of lenses in the sensor head are iden-
tical. The microwaves are also delivered by the Agilent microwave source (Agilent
N5172B) and hyperfine excitation is also utilized through using a sinewave generator
(RSPro AFG21005). The diamond used in this system is mounted on a custom-made
aluminum microwave antenna (C.I.F AAT10), the diameter of the excitation loop
for this antenna was also 2 mm. To place a 1mm-cube magnet into the antenna a
∼1 mm hole was drilled into the antenna at an angle of approximately 45°. This hole
was placed 5 mm away from the center of the excitation loop. The 1mm-cube magnet
that was inserted into a hole was a nickel-plated (Nd,Fe)B magnet (Supermagnete
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Figure 5.1: (a) A schematic of the experimental configuration, the neutral density
(ND) filter, microwave (MW) and radio frequency (RF) sources, lock-in amplifier
(LIA), and the two photodiodes (PDs) of the balanced detector are included. Magnet
1 is embedded into the aluminum (light grey rectangle) on which the microwave
antenna is printed. (b) A schematic of the microwave antenna and the magnet
configuration used to induce the Zeeman splitting (the blue and red colors are used
to illustrate the differing magnetic poles). (c) and (d) are the 316 stainless steel
plates (dimensions of 150 mm by 150 mm with a 6 mm thickness) used for these
experiments: only a small area where the damage were introduced onto the plates
are shown for clarity; the schematic dimensions are not to scale.

W-01-N). The second magnet had dimensions of 25 mm × 25 mm × 13 mm (Super-
magnete Q-25-25-13-N) and was used to reduce the strength and inhomogeneity of
the magnetic field of the 1mm-cube magnet that was closest to the diamond. Using
only the single 1mm-cube magnet led to a highly inhomogeneous field which severely
reduced the sensitivity of the magnetometer. The second larger magnet was placed
further away (around ten cm away) and was used to mitigate the inhomogeneous
magnetic field incident across the active sensing area of the diamond. The larger
magnet was housed in a custom 3D-printed holder which was affixed to the sensor
head. The custom holder enabled a 360° rotation of axes in two dimensions (those
parallel to the x and y axes) and orientation control in the axis parallel to the z-axis
allowing for arbitrary alignment of the magnetic field incident on the diamond. For
completeness it is stated that other magnet combinations i.e. different magnet shape
types and arrangements were also investigated. However, the results obtained from
these configurations were far too inconsistent and thus in the end the configuration
in figure 5.1 (b) was chosen.

The two test samples used are 316 stainless steel with different slot dam-
age profiles, and the sample dimensions were 150 mm by 150 mm with a thickness
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of 6 mm. 316 stainless steel is often described as non-magnetic but it is slightly
ferromagnetic and is typically used by the nuclear industry. The two samples were
sample 1 which contains a slot with a 3 mm width, a length of 25 mm and a gradient-
depth from 0 to 3 mm along its length. In contrast, the other sample, sample 2, has
a slot with a fixed depth of 3 mm along its length, a length of 25 mm, the width
ranging from 3 to 5 mm along its length. The stainless steel samples themselves
were mounted onto the bed of a scanning stage; the scanning stage allows the bed
to move in two dimensions enabling two-dimensional scanning in the x and y axes.
The sensor head is mounted onto the z-axis which allows different lift-off distances
in the z-axis. The scanning stage itself was a 3D printer (Velleman K8200 3D printer
kit) that was adapted to enable scanning; it was programmed using MATLAB. All
data from the LIA output was sent to an oscilloscope (Tektronix DPO4104) which
digitized the data.

It is possible to detect damage in ferromagnetic materials and map its profile
as the NV center containing diamond can detect changes to the magnetic flux profile
of the two magnets. When the magnetic properties of the material under study
changes and comes near to the 1 mm cube magnet the magnetic flux profile of the
two magnets will change. As the same magnets are used to induce Zeeman splitting
on the NV center ensemble, any changes to a material can be mapped out. As
the small magnet is the source of flux, the spatial resolution of imaging is directly
correlated to the area that is magnetized. In addition, the spatial resolution is also
determined by the volume of the diamond that is illuminated by the 532 nm laser.
It is estimated that the beam waist of excitation is approximately 40 µm, with the
excitation in the z-axis being 0.24 mm (the thickness of the diamond).

5.5 Diamond Properties

The diamond sample utilized in this work was a (100)-oriented HPHT sample sup-
plied by Element Six; this sample was originally part of a larger diamond that

Diamond Defect Concentration
Characterization
Method

[N+
s ] [N0

s ] [NV−] [NV0] [NVH−]

EPR N/A 31 ppm 1.8 ppm N/A N/A
UV-Vis N/A N/A 4.3 ppm 0.4 ppm N/A
FTIR 2.9 ppm 38 ppm N/A N/A N/A

Table 5.1: The concentration of defects in the diamond sample used for steel scanning
are listed.
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was laser machined into 4 smaller pieces. The diamond sample dimension were
1.83 mm × 1.85 mm × 0.24 mm and was chosen for this work due to its relatively
low nitrogen concentration and the fact that is was not a 12C-enriched diamond
sample. The lack of 12C-enrichment was so measurements could be made with with
a larger dynamic range (larger NV resonance linewidth). To form NV centers whilst
minimizing the presence of other unwanted defects the diamond was electron irradi-
ated at room temperature with 2 MeV electrons at a dose of 1018 cm−2 in Japan by
Shinobu Onoda. The sample was then annealed using a multistage process: 4 hours
at 400 °C, for 2 hours at 800 °C and 2 hours at 1200 °C; at each step a 1 hour
ramp was used between temperatures changes [223]. The diamond was then me-
chanically polished on all six sides to achieve an optical quality finish. The diamond
was then cleaned to remove graphitic impurities under the following process: sulfuric
acid (H2SO4) and potassium nitrate (KNO3) solution for 60 min and then further
cleaned for 20 minutes in H2SO4. The concentrations of defects are given in table 5.1.
These measurements were done with the aid of Dr. Ben Breeze at Warwick.

5.6 ODMR Spectrum Under Different Conditions

Figures 5.2(a) and 5.2(b) show ODMR spectra taken with and without a 316 stain-
less steel sample under the sensor head. Figures 5.2(c) and 5.2(d) show the ODMR
spectra when the steel sample is under inspection with different lift-off distances;
the lift-off distances were between a range of 1-4 mm and 1 mm increments were
used. Figures 5.2(e) and 5.2(f) show the ODMR spectra when the sensor head
was placed at different positions above the gradient-depth sample. To highlight the
resonance shifts the outermost NVC resonance is shown in figures 5.2(b), (d) and
(f), these correspond respectively to the dashed areas in figures 5.2(a), (c) and (e).
As is expected, the NVC ODMR resonances shifted correspondingly to the magnetic
flux profile changes over the NVC ensemble which were caused by changing magnetic
properties near the sensor head.

5.7 Scan Data Profile

In figure 5.3, the 2D maps of the gradient-depth and gradient-width samples along
with their cross-sectional profiles are shown. When considering only the extent of
the LIA output percentage change differences in the profiles of the gradient-depth
and gradient-width samples (see figure 5.3(b) and figure 5.3(e)), the differences in
the depth are much clearer than the differences in the width. Lorentzian fits were
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Figure 5.2: ODMR spectra under different conditions. (a) is taken with and without
a 316 stainless steel sample. (c) are ODMR spectra with a lift-off from the stainless
steel from a lift-off distance of 0 mm to 4 mm. (e) is for various positions along the
length of the gradient-depth steel sample. (b), (d) and (f) correspond to the dashed
regions in (a), (c) and (e) respectively, these are of the outermost right hand side
NV center resonance.
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Figure 5.3: (a) and (d) are the 2D scans for the gradient-depth and gradient-width
samples. (b) and (e) are the percentage changes that come out from the LIA output
voltage for the black lines which are parallel to the y-axis, these correspond to the
profiles for (a) and (d) respectively. The profiles in (c) and (f) are the LIA voltage
output percentage changes, these correspond to the six lines which are parallel to
the x-axis in (a) and (d); four of the six lines are taken along the damage area (lines
2-5), two are taken along areas where there is no damage (lines 1 and 6).
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applied to highlight the differences even though the slot damage does not have this
shape [272]. Though Lorentzian fits were used for the analysis of the cross-sectional
profiles it was found that there was no difference obtained in the trends of the full
width at half maximum or the amplitude if a Lorentzian or a Gaussian profile were
used for the fits: for this reason only the Lorentzian profiles are shown.

It is expected for a sample where the depth changes but not the width that
there will be a change to the magnitude of the LIA voltage output which will increase
in proportion to the increase in the depth. However, as the width is unchanged it
is expected that if one were to apply Lorentzian fits across the width of the damage
there will not be a noticeable increase in the full width at half maximum (FWHM)
yielded by the fits which should remain fairly constant. This is demonstrated by
figure 5.3.

5.7.1 Magnetic Field Sensitivity

As was discussed in section 2.6, the sensitivity of an NV center magnetometer de-
pends on the orientation of the applied bias magnetic field in relation to the NV
center symmetry axis and upon the microwave delivery parameters, more specifically
the microwave power, frequency modulation amplitude and modulation frequency.
For this purpose the bias magnetic field was oriented along a ⟨ 1 1 1 ⟩ orientation.
For all 316 stainless steel scanning measurements which involved the quantification
of structural damage, the microwave parameters used were a microwave power of
10 W along with a frequency modulation amplitude of 4.5 MHz and a modulation
frequency of 3.0307 kHz; the ODMR spectrum shown in figure 5.4(a) was taken us-
ing these parameters. The region highlighted in red at ∼3 GHz is the region where
all scanning measurements of the 316 stainless steel sample plates were performed.
It should be noted that any value could have been chosen as the value for the mi-
crowave frequency provided it is along the linear region of the ODMR resonance.
Indeed it is typical to use a value of 0 V: the zero crossing point as the basis for
any measurements. However, to further extend the dynamic range a value of 0.6 V
was chosen to make use of the larger dynamic range afforded by using the end of
the NV resonance linear region rather than its central point. This was possible as
all measurements made showed that the LIA voltage output would always shift in
a single direction when mapping out the damage in 316 stainless steel: the voltage
value would always change in a single direction which for these measurements was
always a decrease. For this reason the reference frequency was chosen as the lowest
value of the microwave frequency of the highlighted feature in figure 5.4(a). If a
reference value of 0 V had been chosen instead, the dynamic range for any of the
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Figure 5.4: (a) The ODMR spectrum from the lock-in amplifier (LIA) output. The
hyperfine splitting cannot be resolved as the magnetic field is highly inhomogeneous.
(b) The dependence of the sensitivity on the input microwave power (black square)
and the modulation amplitude (red circle), the abbreviations MW and MA are mi-
crowave and modulation amplitude respectively. (c) The changes to the LIA output
voltage while monitoring a fixed microwave frequency when the lift-off distance be-
tween the sensor head and a damage-free 316 stainless steel sample is changed is
shown. These measurements were taken under two different sensitivity conditions.
The lowest sensitivity achieved for the microwave power of 0.8 W and a modulation
amplitude of 300 kHz was chosen for the black circle, while microwave power of
10 W and a modulation amplitude of 4.5 MHz was chosen for the higher sensitivity
situation. The lift-off from the aluminum to the steel is zero for ∆Height = 0 mm.
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mapping measurements made would be halved.
The experimental parameters used for all measurements were determined

through varying the microwave power, between 0.2 W and 10 W, at a fixed fre-
quency modulation amplitude and modulation frequency. In contrast, the optimum
frequency modulation amplitude was found through varying it between 300 kHz and
6 MHz whilst fixing the microwave power and modulation frequency, see figure 5.4(b).
In each parameter variation an ODMR spectrum was taken and linear fits applied
to the outer (111) aligned resonance to determine the zero crossing slope; this was
used to determine the sensitivity. The sensitivity was then established by taking 96
FFTs of the output voltage of the central point of the region highlighted in red and
taking the mean value between 1-15 Hz; the errors associated with the sensitivity
are the standard deviation of the 96 FFTs.

Figure 5.5: (a) ODMR spectrum using the Supermagnete W-01-N and Q-25-25-13-
N magnets. (b) ODMR spectrum using only the Supermagnete Q-25-25-13-N. (c)
Spectral density corresponding to the configurations in (a) and (b).
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5.7.2 Inhomogeneous Field Sensitivity

The sensitivity of the magnetometer is provided for two cases, the two magnet con-
figuration (using both the Supermagnete W-01-N and the Supermagnete Q-25-25-13-
N) and a single magnet configuration (using only the Supermagnete Q-25-25-13-N).
This was done to highlight the degradation to the sensitivity through using a highly
inhomogeneous magnetic field. For these two cases, 160 FFTs were taken when
monitoring the zero crossing of the ODMR resonance.

Figure 5.5(a) shows an ODMR derivative spectrum when using the dual mag-
net arrangement for the bias field configuration, while figure 5.5(b) shows the ODMR
spectrum when using only the 25 mm × 25 mm × 13 mm magnet as the bias field ar-
rangement. For figure 5.5(a) the microwave parameters used were a microwave power
of 10 W, a frequency modulation amplitude of 4500 kHz and a modulation frequency
of 3.0307 kHz. For figure 5.5(b) the microwave parameters were a microwave power
of 0.2 W, a frequency modulation amplitude of 350 kHz and a modulation frequency
of 3.0307 kHz.

ODMR spectra were also taken using the dual-magnet arrangement and sin-
gle magnet arrangement, with and without the 1-mm-cube (Nd,Fe)B magnet, these
spectra were taken in the absence of any microwave modulation to allow the broad-
ening to the NV center linewidth to be quantified. For the dual magnet arrangement,
corresponding to figure 5.5(a) the ODMR linewidth was 13.9MHz. For the single
magnet arrangement (using only the 25 mm × 25 mm × 13 mm magnet), the ODMR
linewidth was 3.15MHz, these values were determined through applying Lorentzian
fits. For all ODMR spectra the step resolution was 20 kHz. As can be seen from
figure 5.5(c) there is a reduction in the sensitivity by a factor of ∼11 when the small
1 mm cube magnet is used. The sensitivity for the configuration corresponding to
figure 5.5(a) is (9 ±1) nT/

√
Hz, whilst it is (0.8 ± 0.2) nT/

√
Hz for the configu-

ration in figure 5.5(b). The highly inhomogeneous magnetic field across the active
sensing volume (in the dual magnet arrangement) in the diamond led to a linewidth
of 13.9 ± 0.1 MHz which gives an estimated dynamic range of 0.5 mT; this was
calculated through using the NV center gyromagnetic ratio (γ = 28 Hz/nT).

5.7.3 Lift-off Vs. Height

To better understand the changes to the resonant frequency that are caused by
changes to the magnetic permeability of the 316 stainless steel, variations to the LIA
output were investigated by placing the sensor head directly above a blank piece
(damage-free area) of 316 stainless steel and measuring the changes caused in the
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LIA voltage output by lifting the sensor head between a range of 0 mm and 5 mm, in
increments of 0.1 mm; this is shown in figure 5.4(c). The reference point to quantify
the changes to the NV center ODMR resonance was chosen at a voltage of 0.6 V.
This is the value that corresponds to the lowest frequency of the linear region of the
NV center resonance, see figure 5.4(a).

It is clear from figure 5.4(c) that the relationship between the Zeeman-induced
shift from the NV center is not linear with respect to the distance. It appears that
there are two distinct regimes for the lift-off with a change in the profile occurring
at ∼ 1.5 mm. This profile is attributed to the dipolar field distribution that arises
from the combination of two permanent magnets [273]. As expected this profile is
independent of the sensitivity with the trend being near identical regardless of the
parameters used. This independence is expected as provided the measurements are
in the linear region of the ODMR feature, any differences should be entirely due to
the bias magnets and their arrangement relative to the active area of sensing within
the diamond. As such any distortions are directly due to the differences caused to
the magnetic flux profile it is entirely possible to use this technique to map out the
surface structure of a ferromagnetic materials.

5.8 Magnetic Mapping

The voltage change of the LIA output due to changes to the magnetic field sensor
caused by the steel samples’ surface structure are shown in figures 5.6(a) and (d).
The step size resolution of the scans were 1 mm in the x and y directions. The %
change of voltage shift in figures 5.6(a) and (d) are based on using the reference value
of 0.6 V. The total scanning time to obtain the maps in figures 5.6(a) and (d) were
approximately 66 minutes for a 20 mm by 45 mm scan, each point had a scan time of
2-3 seconds per point. It should be noted that the scan time per point can be reduced
but several factors led to it being several seconds per point. One of the main reasons
was that the motors of the stage are driven by currents supplied to the motors and
can therefore induce a signal, as it was unknown when the motors would no longer
provide a signal a minimum of 1 second was implemented before the data acquisition
process began. The other reason was that the oscilloscope would take at a scan point
and average for a given period of time and then export the data. There was also a
limitation in how quickly the data could be exported from the oscilloscope to the
computer and how quickly the computer could communicate back and forth with
the stage. The damage is mapped out and is clearly visible as shown in figure 5.6(a)
and 5.6(d). The lift-off distance between the surface of the sample and the sensor
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Figure 5.6: The 2D-scan results for the gradient-depth (sample 1) and gradient-width
(sample 2) samples are shown in (a) and (d) respectively. The scan dimensions
for (a) and (d) were 45 mm × 20 mm. To quantify the damage, Lorentzian fits
were applied to the cross sectional profile of (a) and (d). The amplitudes of the
changes to the LIA voltage are shown in (b) and (e) respectively. The full width
at half maximum (FWHM) of the cross section of both damage profiles imaged
by the diamond magnetometer, (c) and (f), are shown for sample 1 and sample 2
respectively. COMSOL simulations were performed with the results shown in (b),
(c), (e) and (f) for comparison.
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head from the base of the antenna on the aluminum printed circuit board (PCB)
was 0.2 mm for the scans in both figure 5.6(a) and 5.6(d). It is possible to quantify
the differences in the depth and width through using the differences in the voltage
and the calibration obtained by the lift-off process in figure 5.4(c). The artifact in
the top left corner in figure 5.6(a), which represented an increase in the normalized
voltage output is hypothesized to be due to the usage of a larger magnet which may
be close enough to the edge of the stainless steel sample plate to interact with it.
The two different damages in the ferromagnetic samples can be differentiated by
the depth and width as shown in figure 5.6(a) and figure 5.6(d). The differences
in the depth and the width can be quantified by assessing the profile of the cross
sections from figures 5.6(a) and 5.6(d). This assessment was performed by applying
Lorentzian fits across the width spanned by the damage in figures 5.6(a) and 5.6(d);
this region is highlighted by the red boxed area. The profiles of the FWHM are as
expected however the FWHM appears to increase and then decreases when for the
gradient-depth slot when approaching toward the most rapid change in the damage,
as shown in figure 5.6(c), while the FWHM for the gradient-width sample increases
in an almost linear fashion in proportion to the width, see figure 5.6(f). The FWHM
profile of the slot damage is most likely to due the approach of the magnets to the
edge of the damage. Conversely, as expected the LIA voltage output increases in
proportion to the increase of the depth of the damage as shown in figure 5.6(b). The
rapid change to the shift in the voltage in the region of the scan position Y between
the range 18 mm to 21 mm is attributed to the boundary of the damage edge where
the depth change is maximum: a rapid change of 3 mm from damage to no damage.
The step size resolution was 1 mm along the length of the damage as differences
in the voltage corresponding to the damage profile can be observed it is believed
that the spatial resolution is ∼1 mm in x and y. In contrast, there is a shift in the
LIA voltage output at the boundary edges on both sides of the edges of the damage
for sample 2, figure 5.6(e) but as the scan approaches the center of the damage, at
approximately 20 mm in the scan position in the Y axis the region around here is
fairly consistent. There is noise in the COMSOL simulations however the reasons
for this are unknown.

5.8.1 COMSOL simulations

To better understand the results of the maps obtained in figures 5.6(a) and 5.6(d),
simulations using the commercial software COMSOL Multiphysics in the “Magnetic
field, No current” mode were undertaken. The simulations of the damage in steel
were three dimensional with the geometry of the samples matching the profiles of the
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Figure 5.7: The COMSOL simulation of the experimental set-up: for simplicity
the air space and mesh network have been ignored. The sample shown here is the
gradient-depth sample. The detector in this case refers to the diamond.

gradient-depth and gradient-width samples, see figure 5.7. The magnet grades for
the simulations were N45 and N42 for the 1 mm cube magnet and the larger magnet
respectively; the relative magnetic field permeability for both magnets were set to
1.05. The 316 stainless steel relative permeability for simulations was set to 1.02.
The results of the COMSOL simulations for the gradient-depth and gradient-width
316 stainless steel samples are shown in figures 5.8(a) and 5.8(b) respectively. The
resolution step size for the scans were 0.25 mm along the x-axis and 1 mm along
the y-axis. The COMSOL simulations of the experiment yield damage FWHM and
magnitude profiles in agreement with the profiles obtained from the experiment. The
fits to these damage were Lorentzian, these results are shown in figures 5.6(b), (c),
(e), (f).

5.8.2 Damage Under Insulation

As steel corrosion under insulation is an important problem the stainless steel sam-
ples were covered with non-magnetic materials to demonstrate that it was still pos-
sible to map out damage as shown in figures 5.9(a)-5.9(d). For all maps the lift-off
distance was 3.2 mm from the surface of the stainless steel. As the lift-off distance
to the surface is larger the magnetic flux from the smaller magnet is incident over
a larger area. This leads to a worse spatial resolution in the x and y directions,
the plane parallel to the surface of the surface. In the z-axis the achievable spatial
resolution was 0.1 mm, this was the limit of the step resolution in the z-axis. It is
believed that the spatial resolution for the x-axis and y-axis is ∼1 mm which is ul-
timately limited by the 1 mm size of the small magnet and the distance of the small
magnet to the damage and from the diamond to the damage. It is possible that the
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Figure 5.8: The simulation results of the 2D scans of the two 316 steel samples. The
results of the scan for sample 1 (the gradient-depth) and sample 2 (the gradient-
width) are (a) and (b) respectively.

Figure 5.9: Two dimensional scans of the gradient-depth (sample 1) and gradient-
width (sample 2) samples when covered with nonmagnetic materials. The scan
dimensions were 45 × 20 mm. The dashed lines in the maps encapsulate the struc-
tural damage, (a) and (c) are from sample 1 while (b) and (d) are from sample 2.
For (a) and (b) the stainless steel is covered with 1.5 mm of brass while for (c) and
(d) the steel is covered with 2 mm of fiberglass.
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minimum spatial resolution can be superior to 0.1 mm for the z-axis, this achievable
resolution limit was set by the nominal resolution of the scanning stage in the z-axis;
increments lower than 0.1 mm were not possible. It may be possible that the spatial
resolution can be enhanced through using a smaller magnet, or to use a magnet that
is shaped to have a sharp point facing the damage. Further improvements to the
spatial resolution could also be possible by reducing the distance of the 1 mm cube
magnet to the stainless steel samples and the diamond. There are far more spurious
signals in these maps, when compared to the scans taken in figure 5.6. It is likely
that as the smaller magnet is further away the magnitude of the detected signal is
weaker and thus the contribution of the larger magnet and its interaction with the
edges of the sample is larger.

5.9 Alternating Current

For these measurements, currents were applied through a pair of solenoid loops which
were wrapped around the 316 stainless steel samples, see figure 5.10. A frequency
of 80 Hz was used with the supplied voltage being 8 V. As is the case with the
DC scans when scanning over the area of damage the percentage change in the LIA
voltage output is mapped. For these scans the LIA reference voltage was 0.5 V,
which occurred at ∼3200 MHz in the ODMR spectrum; all scans were performed
using this frequency. The microwave parameters used for these measurements were

Figure 5.10: The placement of the two coils around a steel sample is shown.
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Figure 5.11: (a) The 2D scan results for (a) blank sample, (b) the gradient-depth and
(c) the gradient-width samples. For all scans the step size was 0.1 mm in the x-axis
while it was 1 mm in the y-axis. For (a) and (c) the scan parameters were 17.1 mm
in the x-axis while it was 26 mm in the y-axis while for (b) the scan parameters
were 15.1 mm in the x-axis while it was 32 mm in the y-axis. The damage slots are
illustrated by the dashed boxes.
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Figure 5.12: The full width at half-maximum (FWHM) of the (a) gradient-depth
and (b) gradient-width samples.

a microwave power of 10 W, a frequency modulation amplitude of 4.5 MHz and the
3.0307 kHz modulation frequency. It is expected that near the vicinity of the damage
the induced magnetic field signals will be reduced as the electric conductivity of the
steel samples is larger than air and there is a loss of material. These changes will be
reflected in the LIA voltage output. The step size for the scans were 0.1 mm in the
y-axis and 1 mm in the x-axis.

Scans were taken over a 316 stainless steel sample that had no visible damage
(see figure 5.11(a)); there are no significant shifts in the output of the LIA voltage
though there is a clear linear trend in the direction of the x-axis. This confirms that
the profiles of the two samples obtained in (b) and (c) are due to the damage placed
in steel. Furthermore, there is a clear trend which causes a change in the voltage
output. Though this output change is small, it is believed that this trend is due
to the experimental configuration where the sensor itself approaches the vicinity of
the AC excitation coils. In addition, the number of coils on each of the two sides
are not identical and it is likely that the central point between the coils may not
coincide with the center line of the damage profile. Figures 5.11(b) and (c) display
the maps obtained for the gradient-depth and gradient-width samples respectively.
For both samples the location of the damage is clearly visible with the obtained
profiles, though the profile for the gradient-depth slot is much clearer in the maps
obtained. As is the case with the DC measurements the profiles can be obtained by
applying Lorentzian fits to the dashed regions, the results of these fits are shown in
figure 5.12. These results agree with the expected results.

There are several artifacts in the scans and it is believed that these originate
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due to the poor SNR. The magnetometer sensitivity was (37 ± 2) nT/
√

Hz in the
frequency range of 70-130 Hz with a photon shot-noise limit of (0.7 ± 0.1) nT/

√
Hz.

In these measurements, changes to the induced 80 Hz magnetic field are measured,
and as the sensitivity is poor it is hard to measure the changes to the induced signal.
If the small 1-mm-cubed magnet was removed the sensitivity could be enhanced by
at least an order of magnitude. This would significantly improve obtained results
and could perhaps mitigate the effects of the artifacts obtained.

5.10 Conclusion and Future Goals

In this work a fiber-coupled magnetometer based on diamonds has been used to aid in
the development of a technique that can image damage in ferromagnetic materials
through the monitoring of the magnetic flux profile of a nearby pair of magnets.
As the NV center detects magnet field changes through Zeeman induced shifts to
the Zeeman splitting, an NV-center-containing diamond is the ideal magnetometer
to use in conjunction with this technique. It is possible to use this configuration
to differentiate between the width and depth of damage profiles in 316 stainless
steel and this can be extended to determine damage in any ferromagnetic material
for NDT purposes. Simulations were undertaken using COMSOL which allowed
a better understanding of the magnetic flux perturbation method; the profiles of
the experiments matched with those of the simulations. Significant benefits to the
overall scanning are expected if a proportional–integral–derivative (PID) controller
system could be implemented to track the NV center resonance, this would extend
the dynamic range whilst preventing any loss in the sensitivity. Furthermore, it may
be possible to improve the measurements by modifying the magnet configuration
by using a (111)-oriented diamond and placing the 1 mm cube magnet directly
underneath the diamond, and replacing the larger rectangular magnet with a ring
magnet. The ring magnet could be oriented such that the direction of the magnetic
field is along the (111) direction. This could be placed on a holder that is affixed
onto the sensor head that could be adjusted in the z-axis which would allow an
optimization of the sensitivity and the dynamic range.

In the case of the alternating current measurements it is certainly possible to
improve the sensitivity through the removal of the 1 mm3 magnet as the induced AC
signal is typically not enough to shift the magnetometer off resonance, however if a
PID tracker were implemented here it would provide a far greater benefit. Further-
more, the modification of the geometry of the excitation coils to a single one that
surrounds sensor head could narrow the area of excitation and improve the results.
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In the case of both methods developed/used in this chapter there are still
issues that need to be overcome for these techniques to be employed in industry. For
example an improvement in the spatial resolution. Techniques such as magnetic flux
leakage are still superior as they have reached maturity whilst magnetic flux distor-
tion requires more investigation to overcome some of the issues present. However, it
is expected that further investigation will allow these limitations to be overcome.
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Chapter 6

Development of a Magnetic
Gradiometer Towards Performing
Magnetocardiography

Among the leading cause of death globally are heart-related illnesses such as ischemic
heart disease [274; 275; 276; 277; 278]. Current methods to identify heart-related
illnesses include electrocardiography (ECG) which records the electrical activity of
the heart. This activity arises from the depolarization and repolarization of the
heart during each cardiac cycle [279]. Distortions to the “expected” ECG trace can
reveal several cardiac abnormalities, however, due to the need to attach electrodes
on the skin the electric signal from the heart can be distorted by the differing con-
ductivity of human muscles and tissue resulting in errors in the identification of
heart-related conditions [280]. Conversely, magnetocardiography (MCG) is a non-
invasive technique that detects the magnetic fields produced by cardiac currents and
has demonstrated to be superior in the identification of illnesses when compared
to ECG [276; 281; 282; 87; 138] and can offer superior localization of said condi-
tions [86]. An ECG or MCG trace has several features with strongest signal coming
from a feature called the QRS complex, it is the central peak and a feature that is
one of the three main signals present when taking an ECG or MCG measurement.
The cardiac magnetic fields produced by the heart are typically in the range of 0.1
to 100 pT and occur in the frequency range of 0.1 to 100 Hz, the peak of the QRS
wave is the largest (40−100 pT) whilst the smaller features of the MCG signal are
0.1−10 pT [253]. As these cardiac magnetic fields are several orders of magnitude
weaker than surrounding ambient fields, historically, the only magnetometers which
have been capable of performing MCG have been superconducting quantum inter-
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ference devices (SQUIDs) [84]. These measurements have also typically been made
in shielded rooms. However, SQUID magnetometer technology requires cryogenic
cooling with liquid helium in addition to requiring magnetically shielded rooms (un-
less a gradiometer configuration is used) which has prevented widespread adoption of
MCG in the healthcare industry [283]. Newer technologies that have arisen that offer
comparable sensitivities to the SQUID magnetometers and do not require cryogenic
cooling are atomic vapor cells [284] and induction coils which have been capable of
mapping cardiac magnetic fields in an unshielded environment [285].

This chapter concerns the development of a magnetic gradiometer, a project
which is ongoing, which employs two sensor heads. The gradiometer was developed in
an attempt to make unshielded MCG measurements. As shown in previous chapters
the sensitivity of the magnetometer employed is limited by various noise sources.
It is believed that the use of a gradiometer would allow some of the noise sources
that are common to both sensor heads to be alleviated and thus allowing signals
that are much weaker than the environment to be detected. Though the objective
of detecting the magnetic signal from a heart was not achieved, a gradiometer has
been developed and this system was characterized. Signal processing techniques that
could enhance the SNR have also been investigated. NV center based gradiometers
have already been developed with an experiment that employs a Ramsey scheme to
achieve a sensitivity of 2.6 − 6 pT/

√
Hz, this system was able to detect a minimum

magnetic field of 0.3−0.7 pT though the measurement took 73 s [286].

6.1 Gradiometer

As cardiac magnetic fields are orders of magnitude weaker than surrounding am-
bient magnetic fields, in order to perform unshielded measurements a gradiometer
configuration could allow common mode noise rejection [287]. For this section the
intention was the construction of a magnetic gradiometer based on two fiber-coupled
diamond magnetometers. A 532 nm Laser Quantum 6 W Opus laser was used to
excite the two NV center ensembles in all configurations, a higher power laser was
chosen over the 2 W Laser Quantum Gem so that a greater amount of photons from
the NV center would be incident on the photodiode. Different gradiometer configu-
rations were considered to investigate the effectiveness for canceling noise all would
involve having two diamond magnetometer sensor heads: 1) having two sensor heads
whereby each replicate the configuration used in chapter 4 where a portion of the
laser output is subtracted from the NV fluorescence signal using a balanced detector.
The signal from each balanced detector would be sent into the LIA and the resultant
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Figure 6.1: The experimental setup of the gradiometer when taking an approach
of subtracting a magnetically sensitive nitrogen vacancy photoluminescence signal
from another.

signals would be subtracted from one another. 2) Operating one sensor head in a
magnetically sensitive mode (on resonance) whilst the other is not magnetically sen-
sitive (off resonance - it is not necessary to supply microwaves to this sensor head);
the red fluorescence signals would be subtracted from one another using a balanced
detector (this would require only a single balanced detector); this would help assess
laser noise. 3) Operating both sensor heads in a magnetically sensitive mode (on
resonance) and subtracting the signals using a single balanced detector. For this
chapter only data relating to both sensor heads being magnetically sensitive was
obtained, the third configuration.

6.1.1 Red-Red Subtraction

In this configuration the method of subtraction was to subtract the fluorescence of
one NV center sensor from another, see figure 6.1 i.e. both sensor heads would be
magnetically sensitive. A pair of mirrors were used to direct the laser output to
a 50:50 beam splitter (Thorlabs BSW41-532). One of the two beams is directed
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to a dichroic filter (Thorlabs DMSP650) and then focused using an aspheric lens
(Thorlabs C171TMD-A) into a 5 m long custom-ordered fiber (Thorlabs FG400AEA-
Custom). The materials used for the fiber end connectors were customized. The
sensor head arrangement used here is identical to that of chapter 3, however the lens
closest to the fiber in the sensor head was replaced with a Thorlabs C171TMD-A,
an A-coat rather than a B-coat as this led to a higher NV center photon collection
rate out of the fiber.

6.1.2 Microwave System

The microwave antenna in this work was swapped out from an aluminum substrate
to that of a silicon carbide (SiC) substrate. This was due to the superior thermal and
microwave properties which allow for a higher sensitivity; it was believed that the
SiC would be able to offer a superior performance when it came to the microwave
delivery and would help minimize thermal induced fluctuations. For the side of
the SiC that was used for the delivery of microwaves a 2 mm loop was deposited.
The deposition involved three layers: titanium, silver and then gold; the respective
thickness of each layer was 1.5 nm, 15 µm and 1.5 nm. The titanium was used to
help the silver stick to the SiC. The silver was chosen for its excellent reflection of
green and red light. The gold layer prevents the silver from oxidizing. The other
side of the SiC quartered wafer was deposited with a thin layer of silver to prevent
light leakage. The SiC itself was affixed onto an antenna holder made out of copper.
This itself was connected to an aluminum holder; this aluminum holder was affixed
to the SM1 holder. To deliver the microwaves to the SiC a second FR4 board was
prepared with thin copper used to connect to the deposited tri-layer of the SiC,
with thin copper wires soldered to connect the FR4 to the SiC. Due to damage
to one of the SiC antennae, one of the SiC antennae had to be replaced with one
of the custom-made aluminum microwave delivery antenna boards (C.I.F AAT10).
Two microwave sources, both Keysight Agilents (N5172B and E8257D) were used to
supply the microwaves to each antenna.

As the same modulation reference frequency would be used for both sensor
heads a π-phase shift was used to generate two signals which had the same frequency
modulation and modulation amplitude but were π out of phase with one another.
This was due to that fact that a single balanced detector was used. To synchro-
nize the microwave sources an external reference frequency was generated using an
arbitrary function generator (RSPro AFG21005) and this output was directed into
a phase inverter which produced the two outputs that were π out of phase. These
two outputs were used as the reference of the modulation frequency for the two
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microwave sources. To prevent any microwave back-reflection two microwave cir-
culators (Pasternick PE83CR005) were employed and were placed just before the
microwave antenna. Noise cancellation of the two NV photoluminescence signals
were achieved by using a balanced detector (Thorlabs PDB450A). As the modula-
tion phase is π radians out of phase the modulation frequency would be subtracted
when the balanced detector would subtract the NV fluorescence signals from one
another. A dual channel lock-in amplifier (Zurich HF2LI) is used to extract and
separate the two signals from the balanced detector’s output; as each signal was
π radians out of phase they could be extracted even though they had the same
modulation frequency and amplitude. It is expected that the noise from amplitude
changes to the lasers output should be canceled out in addition to any noise that
may arise from any changes to the frequency output of the laser.

6.2 Diamond Material Properties

The diamonds employed in this work are (100) 12C-enriched (99.995% enrichment)
samples provided by Element Six [288]. The diamond was initially of dimensions
2.97 mm × 2.93 mm × 0.93 mm prior to being laser cut into nine equal pieces.
Each of the smaller cube diamonds were mechanically polished so all six faces had
an optical grade finish, each side was around 0.7-0.1 mm. A key requirement for
a gradiometer which has two sensors is that each magnetic sensor should be as
similar as possible. To that end the diamond used in this work was characterized
to determine both defect concentration and sample homogeneity. Characterization
of the sample to determine defect concentration was performed through UV-Vis
spectroscopy, FTIR spectroscopy and EPR.

EPR studies were performed upon the sample using a Bruker EMX spec-
trometer equipped with a 90 dB microwave bridge and a Bruker SHQ cavity. It
was found that the negatively charged NV center was (3.9 ± 0.3) ppm, the neu-
tral substitutional nitrogen has a concentration of (6.1 ± 0.3) ppm and there was
(2.2 ± 0.2) ppm of negatively charged hydrogen nitrogen vacancy. FTIR measure-
ments were taken once the sample had been laser cut into nine pieces using a Perkin
Elmer Spectrum GX FT-IR spectrometer, the concentrations are shown in table 6.1.
For the gradiometer the two diamonds used were samples A and H. These two were
chosen as they gave the same photoluminescence levels when the same laser power
was directed toward them.
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Diamond Defect Concentration
Sample [N0

s ] [N+
s ] [N3VH] 3107 cm−1

A 5.2 ppm 2.4 ppm 1.0 ppm
B 6.1 ppm 2.4 ppm 1.1 ppm
C 3.6 ppm 1.5 ppm 1.1 ppm
D 5.2 ppm 2.3 ppm 1.1 ppm
E 5.3 ppm 2.8 ppm 1.0 ppm
F 5.6 ppm 1.4 ppm 1.3 ppm
G 6.8 ppm - 1.0 ppm
H 5.5 ppm 1.2 ppm 0.95 ppm
I 5.0 ppm 1.9 ppm 1.1 ppm

Table 6.1: The concentration of defect in the diamond samples used in the gradiome-
ter.

6.3 Signal Processing

As was mentioned in previous chapters the magnetic fields generated by the heart
are significantly weaker that the background magnetic fields. For this reason if one
wishes to perform unshielded measurements a variety of different signal processing
techniques are employed to be able to enhance the SNR and extract the signal. In
this section a variety of different techniques are investigated to determine which
techniques are applicable.

6.3.1 Signal Averaging

A common method to enhance the SNR is the utilization of signal averaging in the
time domain to enhance the signal relative to the noise present within the environ-
ment. This method is useful for the removal of random noise that is not related to
the signal of interest. For MCG this involves averaging over multiple MCG traces; a
trace is the entire duration of the cardiac magnetic field signal: the P wave, the QRS
complex and the T wave. To successfully average multiple MCG traces, ECG mea-
surements are taken concurrently whilst performing MCG measurements where the
peak of the QRS complex is used as a marker; the location of the peaks of the QRS
complex for both ECG and MCG should occur at the same time and thus the QRS
peak in the ECG can be used as a trigger for averaging the MCG measurements with
the oscilloscope. A custom-built three-lead ECG system was used to obtain ECG
measurements. As the gradiometer was in the stage of being developed a sufficient
sensitivity had not yet been reached and thus the averaging was tested out on ECG
data instead of MCG data. ECG data was averaged to test the improvements to the
SNR; it is assumed that any SNR improvements to the ECG signal would translate
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to that of the MCG signal. 100 s worth of ECG data was taken and a script in
Python was then written to analyze the data. The peak of the ECG QRS complex
was identified for all cardiac cycles. This was the basis for the reference point, a
slice of the data in the range of −220 < t < 350 ms around this reference point
was taken for all identified peaks, see figure 6.2(a). The improvements to the SNR
through averaging are expected to be, SNR =

√
n, where n is the number of cardiac

cycles; for clarity only 17 ECG cardiac traces were averaged over rather than the
full 100 s of the ECG data. For the trace in figure 6.2(b) it is expected that the
improvement to the SNR would be ∼4. It should be noted that although random
noise can be attenuated it is not possible to remove non-random noise; some noise
signals may be correlated with the ECG trace and these signals would be enhanced
when averaging. Thus averaging would only be used in the case where other signal
processing methods have been used to remove noise that is periodic to the MCG
trace or in cases where this type of noise is not present in the MCG trace to begin
with.

6.3.2 Wavelet Denoising

A common method for denoising a signal is the wavelet transform. The wavelet
transform is advantageous for ECG and MCG when compared to an FFT-based

Figure 6.2: (a) A 10.4 second ECG trace is shown; although data was taken for 100 s
for clarity only a portion is shown and used for averaging. There are a total of 17
cardiac traces present with the blue square marker indicating the peak of the QRS
complex. The orange cross is the negative time (-220 ms from the QRS complex
peak) while the green cross is the positive time (350 ms from the QRS complex
peak). The sample rate was 5000 samples/s. (b) The ECG trace shown here is the
average of 17 cardiac traces.
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Figure 6.3: A 3 level decomposition of data. This process is the method of taking a
discrete wavelet transform.

approach as it is better able to analyze signals that vary in time. The FFT has
excellent capabilities in the frequency domain but is poor in the time domain; it
can only process information that has been globally averaged, certain features that
are localized in time are typically obscured. Conversely wavelet denoising has good
temporal capabilities and is thus ideal for non-stationary signals [289].

There are two forms of wavelet denoising: continuous wavelet transform
(CWT) and the discrete wavelet transform (DWT), however all modern processes
use the DWT as it is more computationally efficient. The DWT passes one copy of
the data through a high-pass filter, and one copy through low-pass filter; the output
of this gives the detail and approximation coefficients. The detail and approxima-
tion coefficients are therefore respectively the high-pass (wavelet coefficients) and
low-pass representations of the signal. The high-pass and low-pass filter coefficients
are determined by the choice of the wavelet. There are many different families of
wavelets, and it is typical to choose a wavelet whose morphology is closely matched
to the signal of interest. If the wavelet is more closely matched to the signal of
interest it will be easier to separate the noise and signal components [290; 291]; for
optimum performance the filter will ideally be constructed by the user to provide the
closest match possible; this is similar to when a matched filter is used. A multilayer
decomposition is performed where the approximation coefficients produced by the
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DWT process are used as the input convolution for the next decomposition level
with the high-pass and low-pass filter producing the detail and approximation levels
of the next layer. The cut-off frequency of each successive decomposition level is
reduced by a factor of two; in effect this allows the sample number to be halved as
per the Nyquist rule. The process for the DWT is depicted in figure 6.3. In the case
of the wavelet transform, as the signal is typically coherent and concentrated it will
be represented by a few high-magnitude components while noise which is typically
incoherent will be spread out over many small-magnitude coefficients. It is possible
to then remove/reduce these noise coefficients in the wavelet domain by applying an
appropriate threshold. This threshold can be implemented in several ways but ulti-
mately serves to remove the noise coefficients whilst preserving the high magnitude
signal coefficients [292; 293; 290]. The modified approximation and detail coefficients
are then taken, and an inverse DWT is performed to reconstruct the signal which
has now been denoised.

The algorithm employed for denoising signals in this work was one that was
developed by Dr. Srivastava’s for the denoising of EPR signals and will be sum-
marized; explicit details regarding the algorithm can be found in reference [290].
The process for Dr. Srivastava’s wavelet denoising algorithm is to select a suitable
wavelet and use this to decompose the input data (which contains both the signal
and noise). This will decompose the data into a series of levels with the maximum
decomposition number being determined by the length of the input signal, XX;
each decomposition layer will have an associated approximation and detail coeffi-
cient layer. The maximum number of levels, NN , is determined by the length of
the input signal, NN = log2(XX). The maximum useful level of decomposition
is determined by both the length of the input signal and the wavelet filter length.
There will come a point where there is no more useful information beyond a certain
decomposition level even if the maximum decomposition level has not been reached.
This will produce a total of kk decomposition levels with NN approximation and
detail coefficient components. Though a total of NN decomposition levels are ob-
tained only those from level 1 to level kk are required, where kk is less than or equal
to NN . The sparcity is a measure of the distribution of noise relative to the signal
for each detail component and is calculated to determine which detail component
level, kk should be selected. The higher the sparsity the more the signal components
are spread out i.e., the noise is no longer distinguishable from the signal. The noise
coefficients for each detail component are estimated and an applicable noise thresh-
old is calculated to remove the noise values whilst preserving the signal coefficients.
This is applied for each detail level up to the kkth level while for the approximation
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Figure 6.4: The data shown here is a synthetic ECG signal and one with random
noise added with a mean of zero and a standard deviation of 45.

level it is applied only to the kkth level. The inverse DWT is then taken using all
the detail coefficients up to the kkth level whilst only the kkth approximation level
is used. This will lead to a reconstruction of the signal of interest where the noise
has been reduced.

To determine the effectiveness of this denoising method an ECG signal was
used and noise in the form of random Gaussian noise and 50 Hz noise were added.
These two types of noise were chosen as they are what is encountered when taking
magnetometry measurements. 50 Hz mains noise is highly common so the effect
of wavelet denoising in this case was of particular interest. For these tests as the
morphology of the ECG and MCG signals are similar it is assumed that any effective
noise cancellation that could denoise an ECG signal will also be effective in denoising
an MCG signal. The ECG data used in this was one provided by the PyWavelets
Python package [294]. This package was also used to implement the algorithm
developed by Dr. Srivastava’s [290]. The noisy signal was processed using the
denoising algorithm and as the data length of the ECG signal was of length 1024,
this produces a maximum of 8 decomposition levels, see figure. In each successive
decomposition level, the number of samples are halved. For this level of noise, a
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Figure 6.5: The approximation and detail coefficients of the noisy data are shown,
due to the use of db2 as the choice of filter there are 8 levels of decomposition.

standard deviation of 45 was selected.
To test the effectiveness of the noise cancellation for random Gaussian noise,

see figure 6.4 (the noise added for this had a standard deviation of 45) various
standard deviations were used and the signal denoised. The approximation and
detail coefficients produced when taking the DWT of the noisy signal is shown in
figure 6.5. As can be seen from figure 6.6 it is possible to extract the profile of
the ECG signal and remove a reasonable amount of the random noise though the
original ECG signal was distorted, the significant distortion to the smaller features
in particular is problematic. It is believed that as the levels of random noise added to
the signal are much larger than the smaller features and thus significantly distort it
making extraction difficult. In order to improve the effectiveness of wavelet denoising,
a custom wavelet whose features more closely match the MCG profile may be needed.
Wavelet denoising therefore should only be used in cases where the random noise is
small and so it may be better to use this method once the data has been averaged
to reduce the levels of random noise that could be present in an MCG trace.

The root mean-square error (RMSE) was calculated for various decomposition
levels for each standard deviation value to determine the best decomposition level
to achieve the most effective noise cancellation, these results are shown in table 6.2.
As expected, the RMSE increases with the standard deviation of the noise added,
with it being harder to detect certain features associated with the ECG signal when
the noise level becomes higher. It was found that using the 5th decomposition level
for taking the inverse DWT to reconstruct the original signal for any of the chosen
standard deviation values resulted in a severe distortion to the ECG signal with the
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Figure 6.6: The original ECG signal is shown along with the denoised signal.

baseline of the entire signal now having mean of zero.
Two wavelets families were investigated, the Coiflets and Daubechies families

and it was found from some of the investigations that the best wavelet choices from
the RMSE values that were examined were the Coiflets 2 (coif2) and the Daubechies
2 (db2) wavelets. It was found between the two that the coif 2 wavelet was slightly

Random Noise Denoising
Standard Deviation Decomposition Level Root-mean Square Error
10 2 0.20
15 2 0.28
20 4 0.34
25 4 0.34
30 3 0.41
35 3 0.44
40 4 0.46
45 4 0.52

Table 6.2: The root-mean square error (RMSE) of various standard deviations when
applying random noise to a clean ECG signal and denoising it are shown. The
decomposition level listed here is the ideal level that gives the best RMSE value.
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Figure 6.7: The data shown here is the original ECG signal and data to where 50 Hz
noise has been artificially added to the signal; the magnitude of the 50 Hz is 400.

Figure 6.8: The approximation and detail coefficients of the data that has had 50 Hz
added to the signal is shown. In this case the coif2 wavelet was used to decompose
the noisy signal leading to a total of six decomposition levels.
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Mains Noise Denoising
Magnitude of 50 Hz
Noise

Decomposition Level Root-mean Square Error

5 1 0.077
50 2 0.12
100 2 0.13
200 2 0.19
400 2 0.32
1000 4 0.75
2000 4 1.52

Table 6.3: The magnitude of the 50 Hz signal that is applied is listed along with
the best decomposition level to achieve the lowest root-mean square error when
comparing the denoised signal to the original ECG signal. The magnitude of 50 Hz
is given as a value relative to the voltage.

superior in some instances of denoising but for the most part the db2 and coif2
wavelets were equivalent.

The other noise that was added to the ECG data was 50 Hz mains noise. For
all magnetic measurements undertaken in the lab this noise is most prevalent. It
is typically orders of magnitude larger than the expected MCG signal whose peak
is typically around 40 pT; conversely the magnitude of the 50 Hz mains signal can
be anywhere between tens of nanotesla to several hundred depending on the envi-
ronment. Though a gradiometer should alleviate most of this to effectively remove
all 50 Hz noise the sensitivity of each sensor in the gradiometer would have to be
identical, which in practice is difficult to achieve. In the two-sensor gradiometer
that was implemented the sensitivity of both sensor heads differed and so the 50 Hz
mains noise was reduced but could not be removed completely. To investigate the
effectiveness of noise cancellation similar to the random noise analysis various mag-
nitudes of 50 Hz was added to the ECG signal. An example is shown in figure 6.7;
the detail and approximation coefficients produced when taking the denoised and the
RMSE was calculated, see table 6.3. In all instances of denoising it was found that is
was possible to reconstruct the original ECG signal along with the smaller features
around the ECG QRS peak (see figure 6.9) which was distorted when random noise
was the main source of noise. The only distortion is the changes to the start and end
of the denoised signal however this does not affect the reconstruction of the main
features of the signal; in addition this only became significant at higher 50 Hz noise
magnitudes.
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Figure 6.9: The original ECG signal with no noise is shown along with the denoised
signal after the 50 Hz noise was removed (the magnitude of 50 Hz noise was 400).

6.3.3 Allan Variance

The non-overlapping Allan variance of a signal in the time domain is a useful measure
of which differing noise sources dominate the performance of signal averaging over a
given averaging time, τ . The Allan variance is given by

σ2
x(τ) =

1

2
⟨(xn+1 − xn)

2⟩, (6.1)

where xn+1 is the average value of a given cluster and xn is the average of the pre-
ceding cluster. The Allan deviation, σx(τ), is defined as the square root of the Allan
variance. The averaging time τ is varied from a single sample point up to half of the
maximum time of the given time trace [165; 149]. The Allan deviation was computed
for each magnetometer channel when on-resonance (magnetically sensitive) and off-
resonance (magnetically insensitive) and the gradiometric output when on-resonance
and is discussed in section 6.4.

6.3.4 Power Saturation

The laser power for these measurements were set at 500 mW, each sensor head had
received half of this power. The full 6000 mW of was not used as the fan cooled heat
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Figure 6.10: A power saturation curve of the gradiometer.

sink supplied by Laser Quantum was not sufficient in keeping the laser head cool. In
addition, it was found that at full power the detectors of the balanced detectors would
saturate well before the full power of the laser could be used, this would require the
development of a custom balanced detector that could tolerate higher powers before
reaching saturation. A power saturation measurement was taken see figure 6.10;
as the photodiodes of the balanced detectors would saturate the power saturation
measurements were taken using a biased photodiode (Thorlabs DET100A2), which
was biased with a variable resistor set to 996 Ω. For this measurement the 50:50
beam splitter was removed so the full power could be directed to a single sensor
head, the diamond used for this measurement was the same as the diamond used for
the results in section 4.1; the reason for this was the diamond used in the majority
of the work in this chapter had just been cut into nine pieces and was in the process
of being characterized. The data in figure 6.10 was fit according to equation 2.26, it
was determined that Psat is (4500 ± 100) mW and F∞ is (2080 ± 30) mV.

6.4 Results of Red-Red subtraction

The results of the subtraction are shown in figure 6.11a), the signal from each sensor
head is shown and the results of subtracting the signals from the two. There is a
clear reduction in the 50 Hz signal as shown by the reduction in the magnitude of
the peak-to-peak. The sensitivity of each sensor head when only that sensor head
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Figure 6.11: Data relating to the gradiometer sensitivity. (a) Voltage trace of the
two sensor heads and the result of subtracting the two from one another. (b) The
spectral density and sensitivity of the SiC sensor head. (c) The spectral density and
sensitivity of the aluminum sensor head. (d) The spectral density and sensitivity
when employing gradiometer subtraction, both sensor heads are magnetically sensi-
tive. The bias magnetic was unaligned to any particular orientation for the results
obtained.
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is magnetically sensitive, for figure 6.11b) the SiC antenna was on-resonance while
the Al sensor was off-resonance, the sensitivity of the magnetometer is this case was
(5 ± 1) nT/

√
Hz. While for figure 6.11c) the SiC sensor head was off-resonance

while the Al sensor head was on resonance, the sensitivity of the Al sensor head
magnetometer was (4 ± 1) nT/

√
Hz. When both sensor heads are magnetically

sensitive and the voltage signal of the Al sensor head is subtracted from that of
the SiC sensor head the sensitivity of the gradiometer is (1.9 ± 0.6) nT/

√
Hz, see

figure 6.11d). The magnitude of the 50 Hz mains signal for the SiC is 255 nT while
for the Al the magnitude is 252 nT. For the subtracted signal the magnitude is 80 nT.
Though there is a clear improvement in the sensitivity when employing gradiometric
subtraction and there is a reduction in the 50 Hz mains noise it is possible that the
cancellation of the 50 Hz is sub-optimal. It is believed that there are two possible
causes that could explain this. The first is a possible phase shift in the π-phase, this
may affect the subtraction of the two signals by the balanced detector. The other
possible reason is the position of the sensor heads, the distance may be too far apart
and thus there is a slight difference in the noise signals seen by each sensor head i.e.
they may be too far apart so the noise they see is not as well correlated in time.

To determine which noise sources dominate over which averaging time an Al-
lan deviation measurement was performed for the gradiometer: for each sensor head
whilst one was magnetically sensitive whilst the other was magnetically insensitive
and in subtraction mode when both sensor heads are magnetically sensitive, this data
is shown in figure 6.12. The SiC antenna appears to offer a superior performance
with the values of the Allan deviation over the majority of the time scales being lower
than the aluminum antenna, it is believed that this is due to the superior thermal
capability which reduces the drift due to temperature. If both sensor heads could
use a SiC antenna it may be possible to improve the capabilities of the gradiometer.
In addition as averaging over a long time scale is likely to be used to detect an MCG
signal if thermal drift can be reduced it should be possible to obtain a higher quality
MCG signal. The reasons for the initial increase in the value of the Allan deviation
at low averaging times is unknown but this behavior is reproducible. The rest of the
behavior is expected as the Allan deviation improves with the averaging time until
averaging no longer helps and noise dominates.

6.5 Future Work

In this work a gradiometer has been developed. The system is still a work in progress
with several advances needed before it is expected to be able to observe an unshielded
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Figure 6.12: The Allan deviation for the gradiometer when either the SiC or alu-
minum sensor head is magnetically sensitive whilst the other is not and the other
case is when subtraction mode is used whilst both magnetometer sensor heads are
magnetically sensitive.

magnetic signal from the heart. A newer balanced detector is needed which can toler-
ate higher incident powers. In addition, the spacing of the current balanced detector
is 20 mm and thus it was not possible to fully focus the entire photoluminescence
from the aluminum sensor when employing a red-red subtraction scheme and thus a
neutral density filter was needed to reduce the fluorescence on the SiC antenna signal
to match the two signals. This reduction in fluorescence was over a factor of three,
which provided a significant limitation to the system. The planned custom balanced
detector will have the photodiode spacing set at 50 mm and so this issue can entirely
be avoided. In addition, the photodiodes used will have a larger tolerance and thus
will saturate at higher optical powers, several mW. This would allow one to make
full use of the 6000 mW power output of the laser, currently only a twelfth of the
total power is being used. Furthermore, the same bias magnetic field was used for
both sensor heads and the magnet was unaligned to any orientation. If the magnet
could be aligned to a (100) orientation the sensitivity would be improved. ANother
issue with the system was the heat sink used to cool the laser was not sufficient in
keeping the laser cool enough, this was another reason that the laser count not oper-
ate at its full power. In addition, other gradiometer configurations will be explored
to quantify which noises sources are most problematic. Currently the gradiometer
subtracts one NV center ensemble fluorescence signal from another while both are
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magnetically sensitive. However, it may be the case that having a setup where a
portion of the laser is picked of and subtracted from the NV fluorescence for each
sensor head could be superior. The output of the balanced detector in this case
would be two magnetically sensitive signals that would be subtracted digitally. This
system was setup but it was not possible to obtain data from it.

The signal processing techniques employed will certainly be useful however,
it has not been possible to use them on any MCG data due to the current sensitivity
of the gradiometer. It is expected that some of these techniques may need to be
modified depending on the results obtained from the gradiometer.
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Chapter 7

Conclusions

In this thesis the work undertaken was the advancement of the capabilities and
sensitivity of a fiber-coupled diamond magnetometer. In Chapter 3, the sensitivity
of this magnetometer was enhanced to reach a sensitivity of (120 ± 20) pT/

√
Hz

from 10-200 Hz. At the time of publication the sensitivity was (310 ± 20) pT/
√

Hz
between a frequency of 10-150 Hz which was the highest sensitivity achieved for a
fiber-coupled diamond magnetometer. The objective of developing this magnetome-
ter was for it to be highly mobile, such that it could be moved out of the lab and
brought to various locations. The sensor head is particularly mobile and the sensor
volume can be 2 mm from the object under study. Coupled to the high mobility
it was desired to have a sensitivity that is comparable to the sensitivities of those
achieved by experiments that are confined to the lab. The rest of the equipment
is a 0.44 m × 0.55 m × 0.6 m box on wheels which has been successfully operated
outside of the lab. Much of this volume is empty space and further miniaturization
is achievable, though making the optics more compact will prove challenging. The
sensitivity can still be improved through the usage of a gradiometer and an improve-
ment in the light collection. The conversion of green to red photons is calculated
to be ∼0.06% whilst other publications have reached up to ∼8%, which assuming a
photon-shot-noise limited scaling would result in a 12-fold improvement to the sen-
sitivity. It was found that the sensitivity of the magnetometer appears to be limited
to reaching 120 pT/

√
Hz with any increase in the NV fluorescence not resulting in

a proportional increase in the sensitivity. It is suspected that the reason for this
is background magnetic noise which limits the sensitivity. A gradiometer may help
overcome this.

Once the fiber-coupled diamond magnetometer had been developed the mag-
netometer was modified to be able to image damage in steel for industrial applica-
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tions. A technique was developed to use the magnetic flux profile of nearby magnets
to detect damage in a ferromagnetic material, in this case 316 stainless steel. It was
possible to image damage and differentiate between the width and depth. COMSOL
simulations were undertaken and were in agreement with the experimental results.
Further improvements to the design of the sensor head should allow for a better
sensitivity and a superior spatial resolution. The magnetometer was also used for
detecting low frequency eddy currents (less than a 100 Hz) that were induced in
the stainless steel sample. It was possible to detect damage in the material and it
expected that the technique could be applied for analysis to any conductive mate-
rial. The radiation-hard nature of the sensor head should be useful for operation in
conditions where other magnetometers cannot operate.

In chapter 6 the groundwork for the development of a fiber-coupled diamond
gradiometer has been described. The gradiometer was in the early stages of construc-
tion with several improvements needed however it was still able to reach a sensitivity
of (1.9 ± 0.6) nT/

√
Hz in the frequency range of 10-200 Hz. Conversely, for each

individual sensor head the sensitivity was (5 ± 1) nT/
√

Hz and (4 ± 1) nT/
√

Hz.
There was also a clear reduction in the 50 Hz mains noise. There were several
factors that limited the sensitivity, the commercial balanced detectors used for the
experiments saturate at 1 mW of incident optical power and thus the laser could not
operate at its full power. The sensitivity can be improved significantly if a custom
balanced detector is used that would allow the system to operate at its full power.
Another limiting factor is the heat sink provided by Laser Quantum was not able
to allow the laser to operate in a thermally stable regime. It is expected that the
gradiometer can be significantly improved to reach the sensitivity needed to perform
unshielded MCG once these issues have been overcome. Further work to improve
the gradiometer is currently ongoing but it is expected that seeing an MCG signal
should be possible once further improvements to the system are completed.
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